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Summary 

Foaming has often been observed in experimental continuous liquid-fed, joule-heated, ceramic 
melters that produce simulated nuclear waste-containing borosilicate glass. Such foaming, which 
results in significantly decreased melter throughput rates, has been attributed to the release of 9 gas 
resulting from the decomposition of higher valency metal oxides to lower valency oxides. It has been 
claimed that this foaming can best be controlled by adding reducing agents to the melter feed. In 
particular, the use of formic acid has been proposed to 1) acidify the aqueous waste stream, thereby 
dissolving some of the hydrous oxides and improving feed rheology, and 2) act as a reducing agent to 
control foaming. 

This document, prepared at Pacific Northwest Laboratory, reviews studies of nuclear waste glass 
foaming and the effects of reducing agents, particularly formic acid, on such foaming. It reviews the 
redox chemistry of many of the potential oxidizing and reducing species in or added to the glass-melter 
feed with the objective of predicting some of the chemistry that occurs in the cold cap and the glass 
melt as they might affect the foaming phenomenon. The review is not exhaustive since the literature 
search was limited by the complexity of the subject, and unknown effects on the chemistry, including 
various unknown catalytic effects, will certainly be important in such complex mixtures. 

Based on this review, little is actually known about the causes of or best remedies for foaming in 
the nuclear waste glass melters. The actual temperature regime (cold cap(a) plus melt) in the melter 
that is most important to the actual melter foaming is unknown. Workers have made widely different 
implicit assumptions in this regard. No evidence was found that adequate testing of proposed foaming 
remedies with well designed control experiments has been conducted in the glass melters. 

There is significant evidence based on run experience that, in the absence of added reductants, 
acidic feeds do not foam nearly as badly as alkaline feeds. Although alkaline feeds promote formation 
of higher oxidation state metal species in the cold cap, it is far from clear that easier formation of 
higher oxidation state metals causes the apparent greater foaming with alkaline feeds. The problem is 
that no run data were found in which only acidity or alkalinity were the significant variables. 

Based on the results of this review, there is strong question whether the varying degree of melter 
foaming is caused by different extents of decomposition of higher oxidation state metal oxides releasing 
O,, and whether this foaming can, therefore, be best controlled by adding reductants. This concept, 
while somewhat reasonable, must be proven with carefully designed experiments having virtually ident- 
ical feeds with and without reductants in adequate quantity. These experiments must also compare 
other factors such as feed acidity-alkalinity with other variables held constant. Available laboratory 
data on the effect of reductants do not, for one reason or another, prove their benefit. It appears quite 
possible that simple acidification of the waste slurry with nitric acid might result in a far better and 
more predictable solution to the foaming problem than the addition of reductants. 

(a) A cold-cap is the unmelted solid or semi-solid material which forms on top of the molten glass in 
a melter as a result of feeding an aqueous slurry of glass precursors. 
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Formic acid has been the most widely recommended reductant for the control of nuclear waste 
glass foaming. However, formic acid appears to be inefficient and unpredictable as a reductant in the 
cold cap for the following reasons: Formic acid and its salts follow multiple decomposition routes in 
the aqueous feed and in the cold cap, respectively. The decomposition temperature of the salts is low 
relative to their reaction temperature with nitrate and nitrite. This low-temperature decomposition pro- 
duces reducing gases, which will be lost to an unpredictable degree before reacting with oxidants in the 
cold cap. Other organic reductants, including other organic acids, may be somewhat more predictable 
because of higher decomposition temperatures, but none are likely to react stoichiometrically because 
of their decomposition to reducing gases which may be lost before they can react with the oxidants. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This document was prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)(a) and is an attempt to 
analyze and estimate the effects of feed composition variables and reducing agent variables on the 
expected chemistry of reactions occurring in the cold cap and in the glass melt in the nuclear waste 
glass slurry-fed, joule-heated melters as they might affect foaming during the glass-making process. 
Numerous redox reactions of waste glass components and potential feed additives, and the effects of 
other feed variables on these reactions are reviewed with regard to their potential effect on glass 
foaming. A major emphasis of this report is to examine the potential positive or negative aspects of 
adjusting feed with formic acid as opposed to other feed modification techniques including but not 
limited to use of other reducing agents. Feed modification techniques other than the use of reductants 
that should influence foaming behavior include control of glass melter feed pH through use of nitric 
acid. They also include partial replacement of sodium salts by lithium salts. This latter action 
apparently lowers glass viscosity and raises surface tension (Bates and Bowen 1987, pp. 5.8-5.12;e) 
Piepel et al. 1993; Paul 1982, pp. 87-88). This replacement should decrease foaming by decreasing 
foam stability. A companion repor@ compares the results of experimental studies with the expected 
chemistry described herein. 

Since this waste glass melting process is a very complex, multicomponent system with rapidly 
changing temperature across the cold cap where both equilibria and kinetics may be important, this 
review is neither exact nor complete. Much of the information presented will be based on reactions in 
much simpler systems. Hopefully, the relative effects of changing various feed variables can be better 
understood and the directions for further research can be defined. 

Foaming of glass often occurs during the production of borosilicate waste glass from simulated 
alkaline wastes in slurry-fed, joule-heated melters. These wastes contain large amounts of Fe and 
nitratehitrite and smaller amounts of Cr, Mn, Ce, and Sq-. At glassmaking temperatures or below, 
these components can act as oxidizing agents that liberate oxygen. As temperature increases, the 
stability of higher oxidation states of multivalent elements decreases. This slow decomposition of 
higher oxidation state species can produce gases below, at, or above the desired glass formation tem- 
perature. As an example, pure NaN03 releases 0, to form NaN$ in the temperature range 500" to 
700°C (Gordon and Campbell 1955; Bond and Jacobs 1966; Freeman 1956; S i r o t h  1959; Burger 
et al. 1973). In commercial Mn-containing glasses, small temperature increases in the glass-forming 
region can be expected to release 0, and thereby cause foaming wolf 1984, p. 342). Decomposition 

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle 

(b) Bates, S. O.,  and W. M. Bowen. 1987. Interim Milestone HWVP-86-V1122C, Report on 
Memorial Institute under Contract DE-ACM-76RLO 1830. 

Composition Variability Testing conducted for the Hanford Waste Etrijkation Program. Letter 
Report for Rockwell Hanford Operations and the U.S. Department of Energy, Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

on Melter Offgas and Iron Redox, Letter Report PVTD-C94-03.02K. 
(c) Smith, P. A., and J. D. Vienna. 1994. NCAW Feed Chemistry: Effect of Starting Chemistry 
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of F e O  oxide to FeO oxide in 2 % to 3 % F%03 glass melts can produce vigorous boiling in tanks at 
1300°C and above wolf 1984, pp. 349 and 356). 

It is well recognized in commercial glassmaking, that various higher oxidation state species (includ- 
ing S@- and higher oxidation states of Fe, Cr, Ce, and Mn) can decompose in glass to pro- 
duce oxygen bubbles in glass melts wolf 1984; Weyl 1951; Paul 1982). Different oxidants produce 
0, at different temperatures and a mixture of those shown should yield 0, up to over 1500°C. Of 
course, other gases are also released in the process of forming the glass, including water vapor, CO, if 
carbonates are feed components, and N, or NO, if nitrites or nitrates are present. Depending on the 
rate of temperature change and other variables, this gas may be released slowly or rapidly (boiling). 
Whether the released gases produce glass foam depends not only on the rate at which gas is formed, 
but also on the glass viscosity and surface tension of the glass at the temperature of gas release 
(Paul 1982, pp. 78 and 87). The stability of foams should also be related to the gas bubble size, which 
is related to the particulate size of solids on which the gas bubble nucleates or is formed in the liquid- 
solid glass forming reaction (Volf 1984, pp. 147-151). Various foaming "depressors" have been used 
to break the foams produced in the Si% reaction with carbonates in commercial glassmaking, and Volf 
(1984, p. 148) noted that, "Sodium sulfate is the most effective foam remover in glass melts." The 
sodium sulfate apparently accomplishes this largely by its effect on surface tension. On the other hand, 
sulfate in glass can decompose slowly to produce 0, and prevent the conversion of Fe(III) to Fe rn  
until temperatures become quite high (1500"C), at which point sulfate decomposition rapidly produces 
bubbles wolf 1984, p. 355). 

Significant foaming has occurred in joule-heated, liquid-fed ceramic melters while producing nuc- 
lear waste glasses. Apparently, the foaming often occurs as a runaway reaction when the melter power 
level is increased. This foaming often completely overruns the cold cap (the solid or semisolid zone 
that is the transition between the aqueous slurry feed and the liquid glass) (R. D. Dierks, PNL, per- 
sonal communication; J. Perez, PNL, personal communication). This foaming has been described 
(R. D. Dierks, PNL, personal communication) as having the appearance of boiling oatmeal with foam 
completely overflowing the cold cap until the cold cap disappears. This rapid foaming necessitates that 
melter power and feed rate be reduced for recovery, which results in a decreased glass production rate. 

Foaming has been proposed to result from oxygen release caused by the decrease in higher oxida- 
tion state stability of various multivalent elements (Blair and Lukacs 1980; Goldman and Brite 1986; 
Goldman, Brite, and Richey 1986; Lucktong and Hrma 1988; Goldman 1986). Such a conclusion is 
certainly logical because of the significant amount of evidence for foaming produced by such mecha- 
nisms in commercial glasses. However, a critical evaluation reveals that all of these papers and the 
work on which they are based are at least to some extent flawed. Although the general conclusions 
may or may not be basically cdrrect, &e authors do not conclusively prove their hypotheses. Thus, 
the fact that adding Mn304 to molten borosilicate glass at 1150°C causes foaming (Lucktong and 
Hrma 1988), while indicating that the reaction: 

Mn(III) + 1/2 0'- + MnO + 1/4 0, (1) 
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occurs in borosilicate melts at 1150"C, does not prove that Mn @I), or Mn at all, is the chief cause of 
foaming problems in liquid-fed ceramic melters. Also, laboratory experiments were conducted using 
small crucibles of glass batches (Blair and Lukacs 1980). The observation that foaming was suppos- 



edly lessened by slightly more than the demonstrated experimental scatter by th addition of all the Fe 
and Mn as FeO and MnO instead of as Fe(II1) and MnO, does not prove that hi ier oxidation state Fe 
and Mn species produce the foaming observed in the liquid-fed melters. This i mause FeO and MnO 
are expected to readily oxidize during heat-up to glass forming temperature (certainly in laboratory 
furnaces). In fact, pure FeO is a pyrophoric material and MnO takes up 0, slowly even at room tem- 
perature (Bailar et al. 1973c, pp. 1008-1009,799). Volf (1984, pp. 344-345) noted that in commercial 
glassmaking of Mn-Cr-containing glasses, the oxidation states in which the Mn and Cr are added have 
little effect because of oxidation in the furnace atmosphere below glass-forming temperatures. Volf 
also indicated (1984, p. 352) that in Fe-Mn glasses," ... the forms in which both Mn and Fe are intro- 
duced into the glass are therefore of no consequence." Weyl (1951, pp. 127-128) noted that MnO is 
oxidized to Mn304 between 200" and 400°C and," ... that even in the absence of oxidizing agents, 
higher oxides of manganese can be formed in the glass batch when oxygen is present in the furnace 
atmosphere. 

Because decomposition of some higher-valent oxides to release oxygen can produce foaming in 
molten glass, it was logical to study and use reducing agents to avoid these higher oxidation state 
species during waste glass production (Blair and Lukacs 1980; Goldman and Brite 1986; Goldman, 
Brite, and Richey 1986; Lucktong and Hrma 1988; Goldman 1986). The use of reducing agents 
(carbon, organic compounds, aluminum, silicon, etc.) or oxidizing agents (typically alkali nitrates or 
various metal or nonmetal oxides) to control the redox level of glasses is a well known practice, though 
these procedures are almost always applied to commercial glass to control color rather than to solve . 
foaming problems. The use of appropriate amounts of reducing or oxidizing agents is also well estab- 
lished to control the amount of metallic lead precipitated in fire assaying slags (typically lead glasses) in 
gold and other precious metal analyses. 

The use of formic acid to treat the aqueous feed for liquid-fed ceramic melters producing borosili- 
cate waste glass was developed at Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) (Bickford et al. 1992; Bickford, 
Diemer, and Iverson 1986; Ritter, Zamecnik, and Hsu 1992). The original purpose of this addition 
was to reduce Hg compounds or ions to the metallic state (Hg") for physical removal from waste slurry 
(Bickford et al. 1992). Formic acid (as well as formaldehyde, sucrose, and ethanol) had previously 
been studied or used to partially denitrate acidic aqueous nitrate solutions (typically waste streams) 
(Cecille and Halaszovich 1986). This aqueous phase denitration never completely destroys the last of 
the nitrate because the reaction slows as acidity drops. Presumably because formic acid dissolves part 
of the hydrous oxides in the nuclear waste glass aqueous feed slurry, improved feed slurry rheology is 
reportedly a secondary benefit of using formic acid in feed slurry pretreatment (Bickford, Diemer, and 
Iverson 1986; Ritter, Zamecnik, and Hsu 1992). This improvement in feed rheology aids the pumpa- 
bility of the aqueous melter feed. Adding nitric acid would also dissolve hydrous oxides, and it should 
provide as good or better improvement in feed rheology than formic acid. 

Use of reducing agents in the feed to liquid-fed, joule-heated nuclear waste glass melters has been 
presumed to improve the glass foaming problem, and feed compositions containing formic acid (SRL 
flowsheet for Hg removal) have supposedly shown improved performance with regard to foaming 
(Goldman, Brite, and Richey 1986; Bickford, Hrma, and Bowen 1990). No actual data to support this 
benefit of formic acid has been found. In discussing the chemistry of producing Fe-containiig glasses, 
Volf (1984, p. 355) stated, "When melting under reducing conditions, the difference between the 
effects of various organic substances (coal, coke, graphite) and the effects of powdered metals 
(aluminum or silicon) is very small." But remember that Volf s objective is to control the redox state 
of the final glass produced and not to control the degree of foaming during glass manufacture. 
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Note that production of essentially all commercial glasses and certainly nuclear waste glasses with 
normally used feedstocks will produce significant amounts of gases. Also, recognize that addition of 
carbonaceous reducing agents (various forms of carbon and organic compounds) to nuclear waste glass 
feeds containing oxidants such as nitrates will normally increase rather than decrease the total quantity 
of gases produced. These reducing agents, then, can reduce foaming only by changing the conditions 
under which the gases are released rather than by decreasing gas quantity. These conditions are the 
temperature of release and the physical properties (such as viscosity and surface tension) of the glass- 
forming mix, including the inhomogeneous liquid (fluxes) and solid mixtures in the cold cap and the 
glass up to final homogenization and maximum glass temperature in the melter. 

With many commercial glasses using alkali and alkaline earth carbonates as major feedstock com- 
ponents, most of the released gas is C02 , and this is released during reaction of alkali and alkaline 
earth carbonates with silica. Since the viscosity of glass increases markedly with Si02 content (Paul 
1982, pp. 76-85), it can be expected that most of this gas will be released when the acidic components 
(SiO,, %03, etc.) react with the carbonates to form M20- and MO-rich silicates. After these have 
formed, the further dissolution of silica raises the liquid content and the viscosity and if further gas is 
released, foaming is more likely. This is particularly true in the acidic borosilicate commercial glasses 
(such as Pyrex) where reaction between Na2C03 and H3B03 releases all the C02 in the 500" to 600°C 
range at relatively low melt viscosity. Only at higher temperatures does SiO, (sand) simply dissolve in 
the alkali borate melt without entering into a gas producing chemical reaction wolf 1984, p. 194). 
This means that the C02 is released before most of the silica has entered the melt and raised the vis- 
cosity. Actually the effect of &03 is more complex since only 0.75% B203 accelerates melting of 
alkali-lime-silica glasses and decreases the foaming that occurs with some of these glasses on SiO, dis- 
solution wolf 1984, pp. 194-195). This has been attributed to the low melting fluxes obtained when 
using hydrated boric acid or borates, as well as to the decrease in glass surface tension produced by 
even small amounts of boron. 

With nuclear waste glass, there may or may not be carbonate in the glass feed and the principal 
gases other than CO, will be H20, 02, and N2 or NO,. Some of the 0, and the N2 or NO, originate 
from nitrates and nitrites, and the remaining 0, results from decomposition of oxides of elements ini- 
tially in higher oxidation states to lower oxidation states. Carbon dioxide will be a significant compo- 
nent of the melter off gas if the melter feed contains carbonate or organic compounds or other carbon 
sources either present in the waste or added to the melter feed. Not only should the presence or 
absence of reducing agents change the temperatures at which these gases (or those resulting from reac- 
tions with the reductants) are released, but other changes in the feed composition and the nature of the 
reductant can affect not only which gases are formed but also the temperature ranges in which they are 
formed. 

These other feed changes include, as an example, the form in which elements such as boron are 
present in the feed mix (frit versus boric acid or borates). As noted above, boric acid reacts with 
N%C03 at only 500" to 600°C. With acidic feeds, boric acid should be available in the feed whether 
added as such or as borates, but would be if boron was added along with silica as a frit only if adequate 
time was allowed for nitric acid to attack the frit. Acidic feeds would not contain carbonates, but if 
organics were present, would form carbonate below 500°C. 
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It should be emphasized that the use of carbon-containing reducing agents to react with nitrate and 
nitrite at temperatures below their normal thermal decomposition temperatures will not only increase 
the total gas to be evolved but will also convert the alkali metal nitrates and nitrates to carbonates as 
temperature is raised. With nuclear waste glasses of the compositions anticipated, the alkali metal-to- 
boron-to-silica ratio is such that the lower temperature reaction of boric acid with Na2C03 will by no 
means consume all the carbonate, and C02 will be released as Si02 or frit is dissolved producing vis- 
cous glass (-600" to 800°C). Thus, whether a reductant is used or not, considerable gas release must 
be occurring in this material in the temperature range where glass compounds are actually forming and 
exhibiting high viscosity. 

Whether use of reducing agents to prevent melter foaming problems is appropriate depends on the 
temperature regime in which the foam is produced and this is apparently not known. Thus, if melter 
foaming is the result of gas release in the lower temperature, < 850"C, regime (where high glass vis- 
cosity is expected), C02 release from reduced mixes may be fully adequate to produce foaming. If it is 
due to gas release at > 1000°C (where much lower melt viscosity and foam stability would be expected 
and where most gases other than O2 have already been released), effective reductants might be an 
appropriate remedy. 
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2.0 Effect of Major Feed Variables on Glass Melter Redox 
Reactions 

Several major classes of nuclear waste feed must be defined to better understand the nature of reac- 
tions occurring in the nuclear waste glass formation process. Early work on borosilicate nuclear waste 
glasses concentrated principally on waste produced by processing irradiated commercial power reactor 
fuel. These wastes result from reprocessing with minimal inorganic additives and are stored acidic. 
These strongly acidic wastes had a very low alkali nitrate-to-fission product (FP) nitrate ratio. Since 
addition of nonvolatile components was minimal during fuels reprocessing, these wastes were concen- 
trated considerably by evaporation, and the alkali nitrate content on a concentration basis might be 
either low or high. For the purposes of discussing the chemistry that occurs during glassmaking, these 
wastes are designated as acidic, low alkali nitrate wastes or acidic, high alkali nitrate wastes. 

Wastes stored at the Hanford Site, at Savannah River Plant, and at the West Valley Plant have 
been neutralized with NaOH, thereby greatly increasing the alkali nitrate (and through radiolysis 
nitrite) content of the waste. Although sludge washing will remove significant amounts of NaN03 
and NaN02, current plans for sludge washing will still leave NaNO, + NaN02 as the major sludge 
components. For Hanford neutralized current acid waste (NCAW), this amounts to about 0.55 M 
NaNO, + NaNO (assuming a water content yielding 125 g nonvolatile oxides/L) in the feed to the 
vitrification plantja) If such wastes are again acidified by the addition of nitric acid (as currently 
planned for West Valley wastes), many of the metal hydrous oxides, carbonates, and hydroxides will 
be reconverted to nitrates; this waste will be referred to here as an acidic, high alkali nitrate waste. 
Alkaline wastes that are not acidified will be referred to here simply as alkaline wastes and are always 
expected to be high in alkali nitrate relative to the acidic, low alkali nitrate wastes defined in the para- 
graph above. Hanford, Savannah River, and West Valley wastes without acid treatment are alkaline 
wastes, but West Valley waste has low free hydroxide, most of the alkalinity being carbonate or bicar- 
bonate. Two categories of reduced wastes are defined here for purposes of understanding differences 
in cold cap and glassmaking chemistry. These are acidified reduced waste and alkaline reduced waste. 
Included in the former is formated waste as well as waste acidified with nitric acid and containing a 
variety of possible reducing agents. 

The reason for defining these general categories of waste feeds for liquid-fed ceramic melters is 
to attempt to show the difference in possible chemistry occurring in the aqueous slurry preparation, 
in the cold cap, and in the final glass melt for these waste categories. Goldman, Brite, and Richey 
(1986) presented evidence, based on melter run experience, that simulated alkaline West Valley waste 
caused worse melter foaming than other waste feeds that were studied, and that simulated acidified 
West Valley waste produced significantly less but still serious melter foaming. Simulated West Valley 
waste that had first been calcined produced significantly less melter foaming than either the alkaline or 
acidified waste. Although calcining temperature and conditions were not stated, it is presumed that 

(a) Smith, R. A. 1991. Revision of Pretreated Neutralized Current Acid Waste Composition for 
FY I991 Pilot Testing. Westinghouse Hanford Company letter to Mr. J. M. Creer, January 21, 
1991, Correspondence No. 9150110. 
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considerable decomposition of nitrates, some decomposition of nitrites, loss of most water, and conver- 
sion of free hydroxide to carbonate (because of exposure to CO, in air) occurred. The Savannah River 
wastes, which had been made with formate compounds present and were presumably acidic due to for- 
mic acid addition, produced very little melter foaming. 

Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986) showed Hanford current acid waste (CAW) as the least foam- 
ing of the glasses they studied, followed by the reduced Savannah River glasses. On the other hand, 
they showed that NCAW caused rather severe foaming. Unfortunately, Goldman, Brite, and Richey 
(1986) did not provide detailed feed composition (in particular nitrate, nitrite, hydroxide, and other 
basic components used to make the glasses they studied). Presumably their Hanford CAW feed would 
be acidic. It would have a lower alkali and alkaline earth nitrate content than Hanford NCAW feed if 
the feed consists of the entire simulated CAW simply neutralized by NaOH. Current plans, however, 
are to vitrify only the washed sludge from NCAW and this could have a much lower alkali nitrate con- 
tent. Indeed, for the present purpose, it is more important to know the actual composition of the glass- 
making feeds used in this work than whether they exactly simulate the real waste that will actually be 
processed. 

Elliot (M. L. Elliot, PNL, personal communication) is preparing a data review of glass melter runs 
at PNL for the period from mid-1981 to mid-1988. His database summarks data for 45 melter runs, 
only two of which (run numbers PSCM-11 and PSCM-17) used simulated Hanford feeds without added 
reductants. Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986) stated that the Hanford and West Valley glasses they 
studied " . . . were processed under highly oxidizing conditions in which reducing compounds were 
excluded from the starting materials entering the melter. " It can then be assumed that these two melter 
runs are the source of the Hanford glasses studied by Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986). 

Examination of the input records to Elliott's database indicates run PSCM-17 was designed to sim- 
ulate acidic CAW, and run PSCM-11 was designed to simulate washed (alkaline) NCAW sludge. 
These records indicate that PSCM-17 was definitely the source of the CAW glasses studied by 
Goldman et al. This fesd was made up as 1.1 _M HN03, and after correcting for acid consumption in 
converting added salts of weak acids to the weak acids, would have been at least 0.5 M in HN03. The 
feed was also 6.7 M in NO; by makeup (6.3 M by analysis), with about 2 M alkali nitrates. Because 
PSCM-11 was a feed in which most of the alkali metal content as well as the boron was added in frit, 
and metals like Fe and AI were added mostly as hydroxides or hydrous oxides (some NaA102 was also 
added), this feed had a small excess of base (no alkali hydroxide addition is shown). The total melter 
feed nitrate content was apparently only 0.0257 &4, which is sufficient to oxidize Cr, Mn, and Ce to 
their higher oxidation states. 

It is interesting that the simulated NCAW (PSCM-11) foamed badly in the melter, whereas simu- 
lated CAW (PSCM-17) did not foam. The nonfoaming CAW feed had 260-fold more nitrate (345-fold 
more alkali nitrate) in the feed and must have, of necessity, produced much more gas (not including 
H20 vapor) than PSCM-11, Besides pH and nitrate content, the next most obvious difference between 
the two feeds was about two-fold higher Fe and Mn content and about three-fold higher Ce content in 
the NCAW feed (Cr was about the same in the two feeds). PSCM-11 was compounded using a frit, 
whereas PSCM-17 used added glass formers (many as nitrates). Other composition differences include 
somewhat less lithium in PSCM-11 than in PSCM-17, and lithium lowers viscosity and raises surface 
tension. When the total potential equivalents of oxidized Cr, Mn, and Ce are compared to the litera- 
ture values of Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986, Figure 4), the two most oxidized samples of each 
glass both have 45 f 2% of the possible equivalents (mostly Cr) of these elements as Cr(VI), M n o ,  
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and Ce4+. This extent of oxidation is close to that which would be predicta Lvr this combination of 
metal ions from the Schreiber et al. (1984) thermodynamic data and the measured reboil pressures 
(discussed below). This would tend to indicate that these glass samples were near equilibrium at 
1150°C. 

Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986) measured total reboil pressures (the pressure at which vigorous 
bubbling occurred at 1 150°C) of these various glasses samples after they were formed and noted a 
general positive correlation between the reboil pressure and foaming experience in the melters. 
Although this correlation certainly appeared to be real, it cannot be considered quantitative since the 
range in values of reboil pressure for a given waste feed are up to almost half the total range for all 
these glasses. Actually, there is no fundamental reason to expect that reboil pressures (all below one 
atmosphere) of glasses already made at about 1150°C should be a good measure of the tendency to 
foam during the glass-forming process. The reboil pressure is a measure of the vapor pressure of 
residual dissolved gas remaining after the glass was made and might be expected to be more dependent 
on the exact temperature and possibly time the glass was held in the melter before sampling. This is 
strongly supported by the observation cited above that these glass samples appeared to be near equili- 
brium in oxidized species at 1150°C. The foaming would be expected to be more dependent on the gas 
production rate, glass viscosity, and glass surface tension at some undefined temperature below the 
final maximum glass melt temperature (probably well below 900°C). 

If foaming in the melters is simply a matter of shifting the redox equilibrium of a metal oxide 
couple from one position to another position due to melter power and thus temperature increases, 
instead of reactions before final glass homogenization, the O2 pressure will be some power function of 
the oxidized/reduced ratio and the equilibrium constants. On the other hand, the 0, quantity (potential 
quantity of foam) will also be a function of the total quantity of the oxidized form of the redox couple. 
The actual quantity of foam produced would then be a function not only of how fast this gas is pro- 
duced (in turn related, if kinetics are fast, to both the total quantity of oxidant present and to the degree 
of shift of the equilibrium position), but also of how long the foam bubbles last, which is controlled by 
melt viscosity and surface tension. Certainly the glass viscosity can be expected to be highest in the 
region near the cold cap where the temperature is such that the bulk of the SO2 or frit is dissolving in 
the melt and the melt is just approaching a homogeneous state (glass is just forming, but the tempera- 
ture is still far below the maximum melter temperature of 1150°C). 

The following subsections discuss the nature of the various chemical redox reactions expected to 
occur in general and in the various categories of nuclear waste glass melter feeds discussed above. To 
the extent possible, the temperature ranges in which these reactions occur are estimated. These are 
generally the temperatures at which the reactions would be expected in relatively pure mixtures of the 
reactants, and it is recognized that in the complex nuclear waste glass mixture the presence of other 
materials may force reactions to occur at lower temperatures. Since many of these reactions are con- 
trolled by kinetics, the presence of low melting eutectics in complex mixtures will produce fluxes that 
allow reactions to begin to proceed faster at lower temperatures than they would if a liquid phase were 
not present. There should be, though, some major differences in the chemistry occurring with the dif- 
ferent feed categories described above. 

The general thermal chemistry of the various redox species, such as multivalent metal ions, nitrate, 
nitrite, formate, and other reducing agents are discussed separately. This material is followed by sepa- 
rate discussions of how redox chemistry is altered by the various feed categories (alkaline, acidic, 
acidic reduced, and alkaline reduced) defined above. Alkaline wastes are discussed first because they 
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correspond to Hanford, Savannah River, and West Valley wastes as they come from the waste storage 
tanks without treatment such as formating, because they appear to produce the greatest foaming 
(Goldman, Brite, and Richey 1986), and because they should result in the highest amount of highly 
oxidized multivalent metal ions surviving to high temperatures. 

With most multivalent transition elements, the presence of alkali (OH-,02-) markedly favors for- 
mation of high oxidation states in the presence of various oxidants. This is because many of these ele- 
ments form oxygenated ions in their higher oxidation states. Thus, low oxidation state Cr, Mn, Fe, 
and Ni compounds with oxidants can produce higher oxidation state species through reactions that are 
promoted by alkali. Several of these alkali-influenced reactions can take place in the cold cap as the 
feed is dehydrated and heated to glass-forming temperatures. In the glass melt itself, Paul (1982, 
p. 159) noted, "All experiments on redox equilibrium reported in the literature show that the propor- 
tion of the redox ion in the higher oxidation state increases with the basicity of the glass.'' Some of the 
higher oxidation state products formed in the cold cap will not survive to 1150°C (the final glass tem- 
perature), but some will. In all cases, forming these species in the cold cap ensures that these metals 
will be in the highest oxidation states that are thermally stable. It will also ensure that oxygen is held 
in the melt to the highest temperatures at which these species are thermodynamically stable. 

2.1 Oxidants in the Melter Feed or Formed in the Cold Cap 

2.1.1 Manganese 

The following reactions are known to occur when Mn compounds are heated: 

Mn(OH)2 (or MnO) + 0, + MnO, 

2 Mn02 + 6 KOH + 1/2 0, + 2 K3Mn04 + 3 H20 

2 K3Mn04 + H20 + 1/2 0, + 2 K2Mn04 + 2 KOH 

MnO, + 2 KOH + 1/2 0, - K2Mn04 + H20 

Mn02 + KNO3 + KOH + K2Mn04 
i 

(3) 

(7) 

Reaction (2) proceeds at 130" to 140°C (Hay 1952, p. 743) and is a preparative method for making 
Mn$ at 145" to 160°C (Bailar et al. 1973c, p. 802). Reaction (3) proceeds slowly with MnO and air 
at 25°C (Bailar et al. 1973c, p. 799; Cotton and Wilkinson 1972, p. 747) and rapidly with Mn(OH)2 
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and air at 25°C. Reaction (4) goes to completion in less than 1 min in air at 390" to 420°C when 
finely ground Mn02 (pyrolusite ore) suspended in 50% KOH is sprayed into a rotary kiln or spray 
chamber as a step in KMn04 manufacturing (Reidies 1981, p. 870). Reaction (4) also occurs with 
NaOH (Reidies 1981, pp. 857-859). Reaction (5) occurs more slowly (3 to 4 h for completion) in 
air containing 300 g H20/m3 in a fluid bed or rotary kiln at 180" to 220°C. This is also a step in the 
manufacture of KMn04, and reaction (5) apparently does not occur with NaOH replacing KOH and 
with 0, as the oxidant (Reidies 1981, pp. 857-859). Reaction (6) corresponds to the net of reactions 
(4) and (5). Reaction (7) (not balanced because the nature of the nitrogen species in the product was 
not reported) is reported by Molinari and Margrave (1964) to become observable at 170°C at atmos- 
pheric pressure and to occur explosively at high pressure at temperatures as low as 100°C. In the 
absence of KOH, no reaction occurred up to significantly higher temperatures, indicating the impor- 
tance of OH'(or dL-) to these reactions. 

The reported reaction of N+02 in NaN& at 500°C to form Na3Mn04 (Hay 1952, p. 750) and the 
reaction of MnO,, KOH, and air at 600" to 800°C to form K3Mn04 (Reidies 1981, p. 750) indicate 
the relatively high temperature stability of M n o .  Peters, Redeke, and Till (1966) studied the thermal 
stability of potassium manganates and gave the following reactions occurring at the temperatures 
shown: 

(8) 240" -300°C 5 KMn04 + K2Mn04 + K3Mn04 + 3 MnO, + 3 0, 

(9) -64Oo-68O0C 3 K2Mn04 + 2 K3Mn04 + 1/2 Mn203 + 5/4 0, 

(10) -850"-110O0C K3Mn04 + 3/2 K20 + 1/3 m304 + 7/12 0 2  

The fact that in reaction (S), three Mn oxidation states and in reaction (9) two Mn oxidation states are 
formed is a result of the limited quantity of available alkali. This demonstrates that alkali markedly 
stabilizes the manganates. Peters, Radeke, and Till (1966) estimated that pure K3Mn04 is stable in air 
to a temperature of about 1100°C. 

Weyl (1951, pp. 127-131) and Volf (1984, pp. 340-347) discuss reactions that occur during 
melting of Mn-containing commercial glass batches. When the source of alkali is Na2C03 (as in 
commercial glasses), there is a decrease in the average oxidation state of Mn added as Mn02 above 
about 500"C, followed by an increase at around 800°C. This increase, which is caused by formation 
of manganate, occurs around 700" to 800"C, presumably because the decomposition pressure of the 
rather stable Na2C03 @uval 1963, p. 458) is insufficient to provide adequate alkali (NkO) activity at 
lower temperatures. The oxidizing agent for this phenomena is either air or sodium nitrate, which is 
often added to Mn-containing commercial glasses. These higher Mn oxidation states decompose to 
Mn(II) and Mn(II1) above about 800" to 900°C. Two factors then combine to cause this manganate 
decomposition, 0, release, and average Mn oxidation state decrease above - 800°C. One factor is the 
simple decrease in thermal stability of the manganates to produce Mn(III) and MnQI). The other factor 
is increased dissolution of sand (SiOd, which decreases the melt alkalinity and further destabilizes the 
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manganates. Only Mn(TII) and (.ti) are expected in borosilicate glass at 1150°C. Schrieber's (1984) 
data indicate that at 1150°C borosilicate waste glass in equilibrium with air would have about 10% 
Mn(IIQ. 

In alkaline nuclear waste glass feeds having significant OH- activity and alkali nitrate and/or 
nitrite, oxidation to manganate [probably M n o ]  can be expected to occur at low temperatures 
(beginning at about 170°C). There is certainly enough NaN03 (and even more NaN$)(a) in antici- 
pated Hanford waste glass feeds to oxidize all Mn to manganates (and Cr to chromates also, as dis- 
cussed below). If the OH' level in the feed is as projected,@) there should also be enough of it 
regardless of whether nitrate or nitrite is the oxidant and whether N2 or NO is the reduction product. 

2.1.2 Chromium 

The following reactions are known to occur when Cr compounds are heated: 

2 Cr(N03)3 yH20 + Cr2O3 + 6 NO, + yH20 + (15-6~)/2 0 2  

Cr203 + 3/2 0, + 4 OH- + 2 CrOi- + 2 H20 

4 FeCr204 + 8 N%CO, + 7 0, --c 2 F%03 + 8 N%CrO4 + 8 C02 

Cr203 + 2 NaNO, + N%Cr207 + 2 NO 

Cr203 + 2 NaN03 + 2 NaOH + 2 NsCrO, + 2 NO + H20 

Reaction (1 1) with y-9 proceeds smoothly from near 100°C to about 680°C with simultaneous loss 
of water and nitrate. There appears to be at least marginal stability of an intermediate of approximate 
formula CT(OH)~NO,, (Duval 1963, p. 308). The temperature conditions at which reactions (12) and 
(15) readily progress were not found, but it is assumed that these reactions will occur in the same tem- 
perature range as the similar reactions for Mn discussed above and for Fe discussed below. Reaction 
(13), using natural chromite ore and sodium carbonate, is carried out commercially at temperatures up 
to 1100" to 1150°C as a starting route to many Cr compounds (Hartford and Copson 1964, p. 484). 

If the more basic NaOH along with NaNO, and Cr203 were used (reaction 15), a much lower reac- 
tion temperature is expected to result. Indeed, Sugiyama and Takahashi (1967a) reported that Cr203 
and NaN03 alone, without NaOH, begin to react at 300" to 400°C and react rapidly at 480" to 500"C, 
producing NO as the product gas. The presence of NaOH should further lower the reaction 

(a) Smith, R. A. 1991. Revision of Pretreated Neutralized Current Acid Waste Composition for 
FY 1991 Pilot Testing. Westinghouse Hanford Company letter to Mr. J. M. Creer, 
January 21, 1991, Correspondence No. 9150110. 
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temperature, quite possibly to the same range as for the reaction with M n q  (reaction 7). Sugiyama 
and Takahashi found up to 95% NO at equimolar or greater amounts of Cr2Og relative to NaN03 cor- 
responding to reaction (14) above. The reaction began in the 300" to 400°C range and proceeded 
rapidly at 480" to 500°C. They found lower reaction rates with N a N q  and not greater than 65% of 
the gas as NO. This is no doubt related to the fact that NaN0, cannot react stoichiometrically in the 
absence of free base to produce only N%CrO4 and/or N3Cr2O7 and NO, but must instead produce 
either excess Na20 or a lower nitrogen oxidation state gas (presumably N2 and/or N20). It is pre- 
sumed that at relatively low temperatures, producing N2 or N20 is probably more difficult (from the 
standpoint of kinetic mechanisms) than producing NO, thus explaining the lower reaction rates with 
NaN02. 

Although NaN$ cannot react with Cr2O3 to produce only Na&r04 and/or Na2Cr207, and NaN03 
cannot react (in the absence of added free base) with Cr2O3 to produce only Na&r04 and NO, a mix- 
ture of NaN03 and NaNO, can produce only NO and Na2Cr04: 

Cr203 + NaN03 + 3 NaNO, + 2 N%Cr04 + 4 NO (16) 

This reaction has been used as a dry route preparation of virtually pure (99.8%) NO proceeding at a 
reasonable rate at 310°C (Ray and Ogg 1956). The reaction product (using a two-fold excess of 
Cr203) contained only a trace of Na2Cr207, indicating that Na2Cr04 is apparently the preferred 
product (reaction 16 over 14). Also, as the amount of NaN03 was decreased relative to NaN$, both 
N2 and N20 began to appear in the gaseous product. 

This reaction (16) is potentially of considerable importance to redox chemistry in the cold caps. 
The NaN02/NaN03 ratio in projected NCAW feed is 3.75, which is reasonably close to that required 
by reaction (16). It seems reasonable to assume that both Mn and Fe may show similar reactions with 
nitrate-nitrite mixtures to form ferrates and manganates. The stoichiometry would be the same as reac- 
tion (16) for ferrates; the situation is much more complex with Mn since the starting material can be 
postulated as either MnO, Mn203, Mn304, or Mn02, with MnO least likely. Oxidation of Mn02 to 
MnOi- by NaN02 yielding only NO requlres no free base, and A h 2 0 3  could react by the same stoi- 
chiometry as reaction (16). On the other hand, if Mn3O4 or MnO are to react without using or produc- 
ing free base to produce NO as the only nitrogen-containing product, they not only require mixtures of 
NaN03 and NaN02, but also must produce both Na2Mn04 and Na3Mn04. The important point is that 
for alkaline waste, very little excess base would be required if an appropriate nitratehitrite ratio is 
present. In acidic waste, excess base is not present to form manganates, chromates, etc., and nitrite is 
decomposed so that reactions such as (16) also cannot occur at temperature below that at which nitrate 
is thermally converted to nitrite. 

' 

The reaction temperature for reaction (13) (1100" to 1500°C) indicates that chromate is more 
stable than the various manganates, and indeed, Schrieber's (1984) data for simulated borosilicate 
waste glass indicate that Cr would be near 50% hexavalent at 1150°C in equilibrium with air. 

Alkaline earth chromates (IV) and alkali chromates (V) are known (Bailar et al. 1973c, 
pp. 688-691), but appear to be less stable relative to chromate 0 and C r o  than manganate or) 
relative to manganate (VI) and Mn(III). Chromium apparently exists in glass only as Cr(VI) or Cr(m>, 
often coexisting in variable ratio depending on the degree of oxidation or reduction, and as C r O  under 
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.conditions of very strong reduction wolf 1984, p. 334). At the lower temperatures of the cold cap, 
particularly in the presence of lower melting fluxes (such as NaOH, NaN03, NaN02, and their 
mixtures), C r o  and (V) might form, but with excess NaN03 or NaN02 these should convert to 
Cr (VI). 

2.1.3 Cerium 

The following reactions are known to occur with C e o  compounds: 

Ce(OH3) + 1/4 0, --+ CeO, + 3/2 H20 

Ce(N03)3 yH20 + Ce02 + yH20 + NO, 

Reaction (17) proceeds slowly in air at 25°C in aqueous suspension to produce the hydrated form of 
CeO,, and the reaction goes readily to virtual completion at a few hundred degrees. With y = 6 in 
reaction (18), loss of water begins at 80°C, and complete conversion to Ce02 is reached by 450°C 
(Duval 1963, p. 544). Stable intermediates do not appear to form in the thermal decomposition of 
cerous nitrate. 

Oxidation states of Ce other than C e o  and (W) are unknown. Although C e o ,  along with 
tetravalent actinides, can form double oxide compounds with alkali and alkaline earth elements, it does 
not appear (Keller 1972) that they contain discrete CegV) oxygenated anions like the d-group transition 
elements discussed here (chromates, manganates, etc.). Nevertheless, as with all other redox equilibria 
studied in glasses, increasing glass basicity, either by increasing M20 content or by going from LhO 
through Na20 to K20 as the alkali oxide glass component at constant M20 content, increases the equil- 
ibrium Ce(IV)/Ce(III) ratio at a given temperature (Paul 1982, pp. 159-160). The effect is not as pro- 
nounced though, as in the case of the Cr(Vl)/Cr(III) couple where Cr(VI) forms Crq - .  It can be 
reasonably assumed that in the cold cap with nitrate or nitrite present or in the presence of air, essen- 
tially all Ce will be converted to Ce(IV) by 450°C and that at glass-forming temperatures and above, 
0, evolution will occur to establish a temperaturedependent equilibrium ratio of Ceo/Ce(III). At 
1 150"C, this ratio will be near unity for borosilicate waste glass in equilibrium with air, similar to the 
case of Cr(VI)/Cr(III) (Schreiber et al. 1984). 

2.1.4 Nickel 

Nickel reacts with various oxidants in alkaline systems, either aqueous or anhydrous, to form vari- 
ous double oxide or hydroxide compounds with the alkali metals in which Ni is in the (XI) or OV) 
oxidation state (Bailar et al. 1973c, pp. 1159-1 160). Thus, reaction of Ni metal with NaOH and Na202 
at 6OO"C, followed by leaching the sodium salts away with ice water, leaves the compound NiO(0H) 
(Glemser and Einerhand 1950). Both M2Ni02.5 and M2Ni03 are obtained by heating NiO with Na20 
in 0, (Bade, Bronger, and Klemm 1965). It is also reported that bubbling 0, through alkali metal 
hydroxides at about 800°C in Ni crucibles produces MNi$ (Cotton and Wilkinson 1972, p. 901). 
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Based on the above, it can certainly be expected that in cold caps containing NaNO, and adequate 
NaOH, Ni will be oxid$ed to above Ni(II). This higher oxidation state Ni will persist until at least 
800°C or until sufficient silica dissolves into the melt to significantly decrease the melt alkalinity. 
Schrieber's (1984) data indicate that in the final borosilicate waste glass at 1 150"C, only about 1.5% 
N i O  will coexist with N i O  in equilibrium with air. Thus, like the manganates, M n O  and the 
ferrates discussed below, higher oxidation state Ni species will have released most of their potential 
oxygen yield below 1150°C. 

2.1.5 Iron 

The following reactions are known to occur when Fe compounds are heated: 

Fe(N03), - 9 H20 -+ FqO, + NO, + H20 + O2 

2 FeO + 1/2 0, (air) -+ Fe304 

3 FqO, -+ Fe304 + 1/2 0 2  

1/2 Fq03 + NaOH -+ NaFeO, + 1/2 H20 

FqO, + 3/2 02(air) + 4 OH- -+ 2 Fe0;- + 2 H20 

Fe + KNO, --* K2Fe04 

In reaction (19), Duval (1963, pp. 328-329; Duval 1959b) reported loss of water began at 38"C, 
and decomposition giving off NO, began at 120°C. There was some indication of an intermediate at 
120°C, and decomposition was essentially complete at 160°C with traces of NO, released to about 
310°C where Fej04 was the product. It seems very unlikely that Fe304 would be the product of the 
nitrate decomposition. Since Fej04 production in the cold cap from acidic feeds containing ferric 
nitrate could have significant consequences on potential glass-foaming chemistry, an attempt was made 
to find other studies of ferric nitrate thermal decomposition. Purtov et al. (1970) reported melting of 
ferric nitrate nonahydrate at 58"C, loss of three H20 molecules at 104" to 134"C, a weight loss of 
45.5% by 152"C, and complete conversion to a-Fq03 at 250°C. These data certainly do not agree 
with the thermogram published by Duval(1959b). 
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Other references to thermal decomposition of ferric nitrate hydrate were found in Chemical 
Abstracts (CA), but the original papers (some not in English) were not obtained. Gadalla and 
Henniclce (1973) indicated that when Fe(NO3)3 * 9 H20 is decomposed at 200°C the product is 
ar-Fe;?03. Lumme and Junkkarinen (1968) carried out thermogravimetric studies of Fe(N03)3 9 H20 
and other ferric salts in air, and Muzyka et aI. (1968) performed differential thermal analysis studies of 
ferric nitrate. The abstracts (CA) of these last two publications do not identify which oxide was 
obtained. Kerridge and Khudari (1975) reacted both ferrous and ferric salts (ferrous sulfate, carbonate, 
and sulfate; and ferric chloride and oxynitrate) with molten LiN03-KN03, and in all cases the product 
was reported as F%03. Based on these reports, the product of reaction (19) certainly appears to be 
Fe;?03, but because of the significance of this, further confirmation may be desirable. 

Reaction (20) occurs at low temperature, and in fact, FeO is not thermodynamically stable at 25°C 
relative to Fe and Fe304. The oxidation rate in reaction (20) will, of course, depend on the surface 
area and temperature. But with high surface area material, reaction (20) can be rapid (pyrophoric), 
even at low temperatures (Bailar et al. 1973c, pp. 1008-1009). This reaction is not expected to occur 
in heating nuclear waste feeds, but would be expected to occur at low temperature if FeO were 
deliberately used in simulated feeds. 

Reaction (21) proceeds to the right as shown in air only at temperatures above 1400°C. At lower 
temperatures, the reaction is reversed and F%04 is oxidized to Fe;?03. Thus, from reactions (20) and 
f21), it is expected that relatively low temperature ignition of iron salts or hydrous oxides in air would 
produce Fc303. 

Reaction (22) indicates the amphoteric nature of F e w  (Cotton and Wilkinson 1972, p. 864). For- 
mation of such species can be expected to stabilize Fe(III) relative to Fe@) as the system basicity is 
increased. It has been proposed that Fe(I1I) exists in glass as the FeOZ anion (Goldman and Brite 1986; 
Lucktong and Hrma 1988 and references therein). There is virtually no likelihood that the FeO; ion 
even exists since Fe(III) would be only 2-coordinate in such a species. Most ferrates(II1) as well as 
aluminates in which the stoichiometry matches M$ are spinels with Fe(II1) 6coordinate to shared 
oxygens. It has certainly been observed that the stability of Fe@Il) increases as alkalinity increases, 
either by increasing the M20 content or by going from Li20 through Na20 to K20 in alkali silicate 
melts (Paul 1982, p. 159), but it is not necessary to invoke the existence of an FeO; ion in these glasses 
to explain such behavior. Although NaFe02 no doubt forms in the cold cap with alkaline feeds, its 
formation should have little influence on Fe oxidation state in the absence of a reductant since F e w  
would be the stable oxidation state relative to Fe(I1) in the cold cap even with an acidic feed. 

In the older literature, reaction (23) is reported to proceed slowly when F%03 and KOH are heated 
in air (Mellor 1934, pp. 929-937). Reaction (24) is reported to occur at a dull red heat and was at one 
time used to prepare K2Fe04 (Mellor 1934, pp. 929-937). Reaction (25) was reportedly a better route 
for preparing K2Fe04. It was recommended that the reactant mixture be “strongly ignited“ to destroy 
KN02 since the K2FeO4 produced was recrystallized from water solution, and nitrite reduced it in 
water and lowered the yield. Thus, Fe(VI) would appear to be reasonably stable in excess KOH to 
temperatures of about 800°C or possibly higher. 

More detailed or recent work on ferrate formation and stability in nitrate-hydroxide melts was not 
found, apparently because strictly aqueous methods of preparing ferrates (VI) have replaced the dry 
thermochemical routes and have lowered interest in the dry thermal reactions. Data on the stability of 
K2Fe04 in LiN03 eutectic melts in the absence of free hydroxide indicate slow decomposition in the 
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temperature range 160" to 250"C, producing Fe oxides higher than F%03 (Kerridge and Khudhari 
1975). After 26 h at 250"C, the solid phase that formed corresponded to approximately the composi- 
tion FeO,. Thennogravimetric analysis of K2Fe04 in molten LiN$-KN03 eutectic indicated a small 
weight loss (-4%) at 140" to 200°C and a larger loss (- 9 %) at 320" to 450°C. With K2Fe04 alone 
under either air or N2, similar losses occurred at 230" to 300°C and at 450" to 550°C. With excess 
hydroxide, stability of ferrate to higher temperatures can be expected. 

Ferrate is sufficiently unstable to decompose at a temperature at least no higher than the silica reac- 
tion temperature (initial batch melting temperature) of about 700" to 800°C. The silica dissolution and 
the consequent melt acidification should decompose any Na2Fe04 at the glass-forming temperature. 
The remaining F e w  does not begin to decompose at atmospheric pressures in borosilicate waste 
glasses until about 1150°C (Schreiber et al. 1984), and in both borosilicate and other silicate melts, 
temperatures from 1150" to 1500°C are required to produce a significant amount of gas from F e o  
decomposition. The uranium (VI-V) and (V-N) couples are expected to be similar to the F e o  
couple with U O  being a slightly stronger and Ug? a slightly weaker oxidant than F e o  (Schreiber 
et al. 1984). 

Iron will be by far the most plentiful multivalent metal present in feed to nuclear waste glass mel- 
ters. For anticipated NCAW feed slurry,(a) Fe concentration is 0.44 M, whereas the sum of Mn, Cr, 
Ce, and Ni is 0.078 M. These values compare to anticipated values of 0.116 ,M NOj and 0.435 ,M 
NOZ, which are adequate to oxidize all the above metals if both nitrate and nitrite react. The amount 
of hydroxide in the feed slurry is less certain and depends on the nature of the tank sludge washing. It 
should be apparent that if a significant fraction of the NaN03 and NaN02 remain after sludge washing, 
some of the initial tank hydroxide will remain. Also, researchers believe that to wash away NaAIOz 
from the sludge, the wash solution must be at least - 0.1 M OH- to prevent aluminum hydroxide pre- 
cipitation (G. J. Lumetta, PNL, personal communication). This would indicate that free hydroxide 
(and NaAlO,, which is also a rather strong base) will probably be at least 0.1 M and possibly 0.2 M. 
At this concentration range, hydroxide (or oxide) ion would be the limiting reagent in the formation of 
manganates, chromates, nickelates, and ferrates. The solubility data of Barney (1976) indicate, how- 
ever, that much higher (> 1M) hydroxide concentrations may be needed in the sludge wash. 

2.1.6 Sodium Nitrate and Sodium Nitrite 

Sodium nitrate and nitrite are the primary oxidants expected in nuclear waste glass melting. Any 
other alkali metal nitrates and nitrates are expected to behave very similarly and are not explicitly dis- 
cussed here. The total alkali nitrate and nitrite concentrations should be used to treat the oxidizing 
capacity of these salts. At adequate temperatures, both nitrate and nitrite are expected to act as strong 
oxidants that will convert Fe, Mn, Cr, Ce, and Ni to high oxidation state species. These two com- 
pounds, along with NaOH, also provide low melting fluxes in which reactions occur. Sodium nitrate 
melts at 307"C, sodium nitrite melts at 271 "C, and NaOH melts at 318°C. Sodium nitrate-sodium 
nitrite eutectic melts at 226"C, sodium nitrate-sodium hydroxide eutectics melt at 243" and 251 "C, 
and sodium nitrite-sodium hydroxide eutectics melt at 232" and 238°C (Voskrensenskaya 1961, 
pp. 807-812). In addition, NaOH binds water strongly, the anhydrous material being produced 

(a) Smith, R. A. 1991. Revision of Pretreated Neutralized Current Acid Waste Composition for 
FY 1991 Pilot Testing. Westinghouse Hanford Company letter to Mr. J. M. Creer, January 21, 
1991, Correspondence No. 91501 10. 
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commercially by drying at temperatures >4OO"C. This strongly held water markedly lowers the 
melting point, for example, 73% NaOH melts at 62"C, and 80% NaOH melts at 140°C (Curlin, 
Bommaraju, and Hansson 1991, pp. 1005-1011). In fact, the boiling point curye for NaOH-H20 
remains well above the solubility or crystallization curve for all compositions (Standiford and Badger 
1954). Thus, it appears that in heating NaOHcontaining melter feeds, some liquid phase will be 
present at all temperatures. Sodium nitrate and nitrite also provide strong base (N%O) upon 
decomposition, as discussed in detail further on. 

Sodium nitrate and nitrite are strong oxidants that react rapidly with most reductants at elevated 
temperatures. With many reductants, in proper proportions, such reactions are explosive and have 
caused serious accidents. Because of their oxidizing ability and low melting points, sodium or potas- 
sium nitrates are widely used as fusion agents, usually in combination with Na2C03 or NaOH or the 
potassium analogs for the decomposition of refractory samples (such as chromites, sulfides, Pt metals, 
and various silicates) for analyses (Sulcek and Povondra, pp. 168, 171-172, and 175). 

It can probably be safely concluded that NaNO, or NaN$ will react completely and rapidly with 
most organic compounds at temperatures of 500°C or lower. At this temperature, significant decom- 
position of pure NaNO, should not occur. The reaction of sodium formate with molten NaN03 or 
NaN02 was reported to be complete in less than 1 h at 325"C, and complete reaction with sodium 
acetate at 325°C requires 3 to 6 h depending on acetate concentration (Kozlowski and Bartholomew 
1968). In reactions of NaNO, and NaN$ with carbon or organic compounds, N%C03 is the antici- 
pated nonvolatile reaction product. Therefore, when adequate quantities of these reductants are used, 
all NaN03 and NaN02 should be converted to Np2C03 (or possibly to organic salts such as sodium 
oxalate) in the cold cap by the time a temperature of 500°C is reached. 

When a reductant is not added to the feed and significant amounts of NaNO, and/or NaN02 are 
present, strongly oxidizing conditions will persist in the cold cap to much higher temperatures, regard- 
less of whether the feed was initially acidic or basic. In the case of acidic feeds, however, significant 
amounts of base will not be present until NaN03 and NaN02 decompose to Na20. 

There is considerable disagreement and uncertainty in the literature on the decomposition of 
NaN03 and particularly NaN02. The very old literature (@in 191 1) indicates that as NaN03 is 
heated, it decomposes first to form NaN% and then N%O and Na202 at higher temperatures. The 
decomposition of NaNO, to NaN$ as a first step is now generally accepted and is reported (Gordon 
and Campbell 1955) to begin at about 500°C. 

NaNO, NaN02 + 1/2 0, (26) 

Several references present evidence that this reaction is reversible (Bond and Jacobs 1966; Freeman 
1956; Sirotkin 1959; Burger et al. 1973, pp. 42-43). Two of these references (Freeman 1956; Sirotkin 
1959) give values of the equilibrium constant as a function of temperature for reaction (26), though 
these are not in agreement. Freeman (1956), as earlier noted by Burger et al. (1973), used more ques- 
tionable analytical methods and crucible material than did Sirotkin (1959), and indeed, the Burger et al. 
(1973, p. 42) data agree reasonably well with Sirotkin's. 
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The further decomposition of NaNO, (or of NaN02 initially present) to sodium oxide or oxides is 
much less clear, with considerable literature disagreement regarding products and particularly decom- 
position rates. Freeman (1956) indicated only small amounts of NO were present in the gaseous prod- 
uct, but Burger et al. (1973, pp. 40-41) definitely observed NO, (visually) when larger (20 g) amounts 
of NaN03 were heated to 780" to 950°C in an air atmosphere. This visual observation is presumed to 
have been the result of oxidation of NO to NO, in the cooler zone above the melts. It has been pro- 
posed, based on various experimental evidence, that both sodium peroxide and sodium superoxide 
(@in 1911; Bond and Jacobs 1966) are formed, at least as reasonably stable intermediates. On the 
other hand, studies of the thermal stabilities of sodium oxides indicated that sodium superoxide begins 
to decompose at 120°C in 0, or 90°C in dry air, forming a series of solid solutions finally reaching 
Na203.60, decomposing to Na202 at 250°C in 0, (215°C in air), and this in turn decomposing com- 
pletely to Na20 by 545 " C (Rode and Golder 1956a, 1956b). 

Other work indicates that pure Na202 melts at 675°C and experience with its use as a fusion agent 
(Sulcek and Povondra 1989, pp. 175-176) indicates that it is not completely decomposed until reaching 
temperatures at least above 700°C. Burger et al. (1973) found qualitative evidence of significant 
amounts of H202 in water leaches of the residue from holding NaN03 at 850°C for 4 h, indicating 
Na202 in the melt. The NaNO, decomposition will be shown here as: 

2 NaNO, + Na20 + 2 NO + 112 0, (28) 

Reaction (27) is then assumed to dominate, and sodium peroxide (and less likely the superoxide) may 
be assumed to be intermediates. It is also considered possible that some of the NaN02 decomposition 
produces N20 instead of N2 or NO, since certain reducing agents reportedly react with NaNO, to 
produce N20 (Ray and Ogg 1956; Kozlowski and Bartholomew 1968). Workers have not reported 
N20, however, and in fact Kramer, Munir, and Volponi (1983) in studying the vacuum evaporation of 
alkali metal nitrates, found that nitrates released only NO, N2, and 02, and the nitrites released N2 and 
NO. 

Duval(1959a; 1963, p. ZOO), on the basis of thermogravimetric measurements, found that NaN0, 
did not begin to decompose until 750°C and that decomposition was not essentially complete until 
956°C. He also noted that these results did not agree with the earlier work of Oswald (1914), who 
reported decomposition began at only 320"C, or Ray (1905), who reported oxidation of NaN$ to 
NaN03 at about 500°C. As noted above, several other references attest to the reversibility of reaction 
(26) in agreement in principal with Ray's results. Ray reported some decomposition of NaN$ 
between the melting point (271 "C) and 500°C and reported that NO dominated over N2 in the gases 
released in this temperature range. 

More recent thermogravimetric work by Bond and Jacobs (1966) on the decomposition rate of 
NaN03 to NaN02 and NaN02 to Na20 indicated that the reaction would be 90% complete in about 
10 h at 628°C or in about 6.3 h at 649°C. Using their rate expressions, 90% completion would be 
expected in 2.2, 0.55, 0.37, and 0.15 h at 70O0, 760", 780", and 850"C, respectively. 
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Burger et al. (1973, pp. 40-44) carried out an experiment in which 20 g of NaN% was heated to 
800"C, held for 0.5 h, further heated to 850"C, held for 0.5 h, further heated to 9OO"C, held for 
0.33 h, and further heated to 950°C. At all temperatures above 780"C, N@ evolution was observed, 
and at all temperatures above 8OO"C, white fume evolution was observed and the total weight loss was 
greater (by 13%) than theoretical for conversion to N%O. In another experiment in which 20 g 
NaNO, (in a fused alumina crucible) was placed in a preheated 930°C furnace and held at 930" to 
950°C for 1 h, only 36% of the original sodium content remained in the crucible, and 32% of that had 
been converted to sodium aluminate while 0.8 % remained as NaN03 (based on water leachate 
analysis). 

These experiments show that not only is NaN02 decomposition much slower and/or less complete 
at given temperatures than indicated by Bond and Jacobs (1966) and several older references, but that 
NaN03 and/or NaN02 are appreciably volatile before decomposition occurs. Further studies by 
Burger et d. (1973, pp. 46-50) fully confirmed the volatility at temperatures as low as 650°C. This 
volatility, unrecognized in earlier research, serves as a major explanation of the lack of agreement 
between various studies (particularly thermogravimetric) of NaNO, and NaN02 decomposition. Even 
more recent work (Kramer, Munir, and Volponi 1982, 1983) in which the volatility of N a N 9  and 
NaN02 was recognized, reports low decomposition temperatures relative to those found by Duval and 
Burger et al. Other factors include possible effects of various crucible materials, possible impurities in 
the salts that might catalyze their decomposition, and, especially with the very old work, possible 
reducing impurities (organics) in the salts. 

Sugiyama and Takahashi (1967b) studied the effect of various metal oxides on NaNQ and NaN02 
decomposition. They reported significantly changed gas ratios (greater yield of NO) and lower decom- 
position temperatures with very small amounts of V205, NiO, ZnO, COO, or MgO. They, as well as 
Hoshino, Utsunomiya, and Abe (1981), also studied the effect of other added oxides on reaction tem- 
peratures and gas yields including those of Si, Al, Ti, Mg, Zr, and Mn. 

Burger et al. (1973, pp. 41-44) carried out further experiments in deep covered crucibles that 
extended out of the furnace hot zone to allow reflux of the volatilized salts back into the hot zone, 
again with 20-g batch sizes, and chemical analyses of water leachates of the total crucible contents for 
nitrate and nitrite. In experiments starting with NaNO,, at 700"C, 96% of the original combined N 
remained after 17.8 h; at 775"C, 95% of the original N remained after 2 h; and at 850"C, 28.5% of 
the original N remained after 1.75 h and 7.1 % remained after 4 h. Also, the nitrite-to-nitrate ratio in 
the final cooled melt increased with temperature between 700" and 775°C in agreement with Sirotkin's 
(1959) data, but at higher temperatures, the ratio decreased with both temperature and time. After 4 h 
at 850"C, 7% of the N remained in the frozen melt, all as nitrate regardless of whether the starting 
material was NaN02 or NaN03. This puzzling behavior indicated that either formed peroxide (which 
could be detected qualitatively in the aqueous leaches and by gas evolution during the aqueous leaching 
process), reoxidized nitrite to nitrate on melt cooling, or that thermally stable, poorly defined species 
such as ortho- or pyronitrates (Shams El Din and Hosary 1967a, 1967b; Kohlmuller 1959) or peroxy- 
nitrates are formed at high temperatures and revert to (metal) nitrate on melt cooling. In any case, the 
decompositions of pure NaNO, and N a N q  are apparently complex, are neither well defined nor 
understood in the literature, and most importantly do not occur at a significant rate (in terms of 
cold-cap lifetimes) until temperatures reach the range of 850" to 950°C. 

The high temperatures of NaNO, and NaNOz decomposition are important in waste glass redox 
chemistry because reactions (27) and (28) provide the only source of strong base, other than that ini- 
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tially present in the feed, to drive the oxidation reactions forming chromate, manganate, ferrate, and 
nickelate. On the other hand, at these temperatures, glassmaking is in full progress with the formed 
Na20 rapidly attacking silica and other materials such as A1203. In fact, Burger et al. (1973) found 
that in 4 h at 850"C, over 16% of the Np?O that formed had reacted with the low surface area fused 
alumina crucible. The lowest melting eutectic in the Nst,O-SiO, system occurs at 790"C, and the main 
glass-forming reactions (using the more stable and higher melting point Na2C03) in commercial soda- 
lime glass take place between 700" and 900°C wolf 1984, pp. 232). Since both boron and lithium 
tend to lower these temperatures further wolf 1984), it seems very likely that in nuclear waste glass 
formulations the Na20 formed by NaN03-NaNq decomposition will have limited availability for pro- 
moting formation of higher oxidation state metal ions, such as chromate and manganate. For glass- 
melter feeds originally containing nitric acid, decomposition of NaN03-NaN02 (and other alkali 
nitrate) is the only source of strong base. Because of this limited availability of strong base, metal ions 
(Fe, Cr, Mn, Ni) in acidic feeds are expected not to be as highly oxidized in the cold cap as when proc- 
essing initially alkaline feeds. Also, with alkaline feeds initially containing nitrite, reaction (16) allows 
oxidation without significant excess base. 

2.1.7 Sulfate 

Sulfate is discussed briefly because it is a potential oxidizing agent found in nuclear waste glass 
feeds. It was noted earlier in this report that sulfate affects foaming because it lowers glass surface 
tension wolf 1984, p. 848). Sulfate undergoes the following reactions: 

2 Na2S04 --+ 2 N%O + 2 SO, + 0, 

Na$04 + 4 CO + Na$ + 4 CO, 

Na$04 + 4 H2 + N%S + 4 H20 

Reaction (29) does not proceed below about 1200°C and is most efficient at about 1450°C wolf 
1984, pp. 534-526). In this regard, N%S04 is used to refine glass in the 1200" to 1450°C 
range. On this basis, it appears that Na2S04 should not release 0, via reaction (29) in nuclear waste 
glasses at 1150°C. 

Reactions (30) and (31) occur in commercial gas-fied melters at lower temperatures than reac- 
tion (29) and result in loss of sulfate as a relining agent. Volf (1984) stated that, "Addition of carbon 
as a reducing agent to small amounts of sulfate on refining is to no avail and sometimes even harmful, 
because the loss of gaseous SO,  will take place ineffectively in the first stages of melting at lower 
temperatures ...'I These sulfate reductions may have two effects in nuclear waste glass melting if ade- 
quate reductant is used. The first is to destroy the foam-breaking capability of N3S04 in the glass- 
forming temperature regime. The second is to produce (with over reduction depending on the amount 
of reductant used relative to other oxidants than sulfate) NqS leading to precipitation of sulfides of 
metals such as Ni. 
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2.2 Reducing Agents Present in or Added to Melter Feed 

As discussed in the Introduction, various researchers have concluded that the extent of foaming 
problems in liquid-fed ceramic melters are determined by the extent of oxygen release from decom- 
position of higher oxidation state oxides of multioxidation state metals. Although this conclusion may 
(or may not) be correct, the prior work does not constitute adequate proof that it is correct. Some of 
this work was based on the maximum height of expansion produced when glass feed batches (calcined 
simulated waste plus frit) were heated in 16- or 25-g batches in laboratory crucibles in air (Blair and 
Lukacs 1980). In some of these experiments, FeO and/or MnO was substituted for F%03 and/or 
Mn$, and in others various carbonaceous or other reducing agents were added. As noted earlier, the 
experiments with FeO and MnO should not have been meaningful since these oxides are expected to 
oxidize in air at temperatures well below glass forming. In addition, review of this work indicates a 
maximum difference of 65 % in foam height between runs with or without reduced components or 
reducing agents versus up to 47% variation in height in the much more limited number of duplicate 
runs for feeds of exactly the same composition. In several cases, runs with reducing agents produced 
greater foam height than controls without reductants. It is concluded that Blair and Lukacs (1980) 
provided no proof whatsoever either that Mn is the cause of serious foaming in nuclear waste glass 
melters or that reductants will have a beneficial effect on melter foaming. 

Note that Blair and Lukacs (1980) assumed, by the very nature of their experimental design, that 
the foaming problem in the liquid-fed melters is directly related to the maximum total expansion (foam) 
height that resulted from heating the batch from 25"C, through the melting point, and on to 1050°C. 
The author tends to agree with this assumption because two things happen when reaction goes beyond 
sintering to the point of sufficient melting to produce a continuous liquid phase that closes off porosity. 
First, significant gas must evolve from reaction of NaN03, NaN02, and Na2C03 with glass formers or 
frit components to produce borates and silicates of the sodium. Additionally, manganates, ferrates and 
nickelates, if formed at lower temperatures, will also decompose when reacting with Si% and B2O3 in 
frit or glass formers as homogenization occurs. Second, along with melting and homogenization, max- 
imum viscosity occurs at the lowest temperature at which the glass forms, and this viscosity will 
decrease rapidly with temperature increase. 

Because of these two factors, most of the melter foam would likely form in this temperature regime 
of about 700" to 800°C. This temperature regime would correspond to the bottom edge of the cold 
cap in the melter. The admittedly larger volume of the melter where molten glass exists at or near 
1150" and relatively low viscosity probably contribute much less to foaming. The conclusion of maxi- 
mum foaming at -700°C was also reached by Bickford, Diemer, and Iverson (1986) based on experi- 
mental studies in which maximum foaming was reported at about 700°C for formated, elemental 
carbon-containing batches. 

Lucktong and Hrma (1988) studied the effect of adding large amounts (up to 8%) of -0, (which 
they reported to be stable as a pure compound in air from 870" to about 1730°C) to borosilicate glass. 
They reported a rather narrow foaming range that peaked at about 900°C when temperature was raised 
rapidly. This indicated that foaming caused by 0, release from Mn304 occurs well above the 700°C 
range observed for simulated waste by Bickford, Diemer, and Iverson (1986), who also observed rapid 
foam collapse at 950°C. Experimental work now being performed at PNL indicates that both formated 
and unformated (alkaline) simulated Hanford NCAW wastes foam as melt consolidation occurs at 
-7OO"C, and foam collapse occurs well before 900°C. On the other hand, Goldman, Brite, and 
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Richey (1986), again by the nature of their experimental design (the measurement at 1150°C of reboil 
pressure of glass made in the melters at 1 150”C), have made the implicit assumption that the glass- 
foaming problems in the melter result from rapid 0, release from high oxidation state species through- 
out the entire melter at - 1150°C when a temperature increase occurs with power increase. Their 
assumption is strongly questioned, along with their conclusion that reboil pressure is a good measure of 
melter foaming. One basis for questioning their conclusions was the fact that they found the oxidant 
level (apparent percent of Ce4+) of half their Hanford CAW glass samples was about as high as in their 
NCAW glass samples, whereas the CAW glass produced the lowest and the NCAW glass almost the 
highest foaming of all glasses reported. In addition, note that the total initial nitrate level of the non- 
foaming CAW was 260 times that of NCAW feed, and the higher temperature decomposing alkali 
nitrate level in CAW feed was 345 times that in the NCAW feed. Also, as noted earlier, the deter- 
mined oxidant levels in both their CAW and NCAW glasses (Goldman, Brite, and Richey 1986) 
appeared very near the 1150°C equilibrium values for waste borosilicate glasses that would be pre- 
dicted from Schreiber’s data (1984) for atmospheric pressure air. The differences between their 
various samples appear to be best explained by temperature variations in the melter from which the 
glass was quenched. 

On the basis of these studies (and some others of similar rigor), and on the presumption derived 
from them that 0, release is the principal cause of foaming, addition of reducing agents has been 
recommended to decrease foaming in melter runs @lair and Lukacs 1980; Goldman, Brite, and Richey 
1986; Bickford and Diemer 1986; Bickford, Diemer, and Iverson 1986; Bickford et al. 1990; Bickford, 
Hrma, Bowen 1990), and analytical methods have been developed to control redox levels in glass 
(Goldman and Brite 1986; Goldman 1985; Brock 1990). Most glass melter runs in recent years have 
included adding reductants such as carbon, sugar, cornstarch, formic acid, or combinations of these to 
the melter feeds. Unfortunately, many other changes have been made to melter feeds, equipment, and 
melter operation during this time frame, so it is difficult to review run performance to determine the 
effect of adding reductants. 

Using formic acid as a reductant in nuclear waste glass melting is based on its proposed use as a 
reducing agent by Savannah River Plant to remove Hg from their waste (Bickford et al. 1992). This 
use was then extended to its use to improve feed rheology, and Snally with almost no good evidence of 
its effectiveness, into glass redox adjustment to minimize melter foaming. There has been significant 
pressure to use it for this purpose at Hanford as well. Because formic acid undergoes redox reactions 
with nuclear waste components in the aqueous solution before melter feeding, considerable studies of 
these reactions have been performed (Ritter, Zamecnik, and Hsu 1992).(a2b*c) More effort has been 

(a) Wiemers, K. D., C. A. Anderson, and M. E. Peterson. 1987. Evaluation of Process O#Gzses 
Released During the Formuting of an HWVP Feed Simulant. HWVP-87-V110203G, Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

PHTD-91-03.02-XS98, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

and J. L. Walters. 1993. Hanford Wate Vit@ication Plant Hydrogen Generation Study. PHTD- 
K0959, prepared for Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

@) Wiemers, K. D., M. H. Langowski, and M. R. Powell. 1991. DetailedDesignData Package. 

(c) King, R. B., A. D. King, Jr., N. K. Bhuttacharyya, G. Vemparla, A. Vemparla, N. B. Turner, 
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spent studying formate treatment of melter feeds than on studying the properties of other reductants or 
other rheology modifiers in melter feeds. In addition to the intentionally added reductants, many 
Hanford and Savannah River Plant waste tanks contain significant amounts of a variety of organic 
materials and cyanide compounds. To the extent that these remain in melter feeds, they will also act 
as reductants in the melters. The chemistry of some of these reductants is discussed in the following 
subsections. 

2.2.1 Formic Acid and Formates 

The following reactions have been reported for formic acid and sodium formate and for their 
decomposition products: 

HCOOH + H20 + CO 

HCOOH + H2 + C02 

2 HCOOH + H20 + CO, + H2CO 

NO2- + HCOOH + HN02 + HCOO- 

2 NO2- + 4 HCOOH + N20 + C02 + 3 H20 + 2 HCOO- 

2 NO3- + 6 HCOOH + N20 + 4 CO, + 5 H20 + 2 HCOO- 

NaCOOH + NaOH + CO 

NaCOOH + NaOH + Na,CO, + H2 

2 NaCOOH + Na2q04 + H2 

Na2504 + Na&03 + CO 

2 NaCOOH + Na$03 + CO + Hz 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 
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NaCOOH + NaN03 --c NaN02 + 1/2 N3C03 + 1/2 H20 + 1/2 CO, (43) 

NaCOOH + NaN02 --c N%CO, + 1/2 N20 + 1/2 H20 (44) 

Reactions (32 through 34) are three different spontaneous decomposition routes of formic acid that 
occur in formic acid itself or in aqueous solutions (Pemert 1952, pp. 665-666; Gibson 1969; Thorpe 
and Whiteley 1947, p. 324). The relative contributions of these three reactions, as well as the rates, 
depend on various factors including temperature and particularly catalysis by various materials such as 
metal oxides, metal ions in solution, and acids. The decomposition via reaction (33) is observed in 
formating simulated nuclear waste glass aqueous feed slurry (Ritter, Zamecnik, and Hsu 1992).(a*b) 
The hydrogen produced by reaction (33) requires adequate controls to avoid explosive levels of H, in 
the plant. In this regard, note that N20 (and possibly NO), which is also formed in aqueous for- 
mating mixtures,(ayb) markedly lowers the hydrogen-oxygen ignition temperature (Bailar et al. 1973b, 
pp. 321-322). Because of the decomposition that occurs in reaction (32), temperature control and 
adequate ventilation are required to store large quantities of formic acid because of the health hazard 
of co. 

Reaction (35) is the simple acidification of nitrites in aqueous solution to produce nitrous acid, a 
very weak and unstable acid that decomposes to NO and nitric acid. The net result is the conversion of 
three moles of nitrite and two moles of formic acid to two moles of NO, one mole of NOT, and two 
moles of formate ion. Reaction (36) is the aqueous phase reduction of nitrite by formic acid to produce 
N20. If sufficient formic acid is added to acidify waste slurry, nitrite should be completely destroyed 
through reactions (35) and (36). 

King et d.@) studied the reaction of simulated waste feeds with formic acid. They measured gas 
production versus time during formate treatment of the aqueous waste slurry at - 90°C with and with- 
out noble metals and other waste constituents. The noble metals Rh, Pd, and Ru (expected as fission 
products) catalyzed reaction (33) markedly with detectable H2 being produced only in their presence. 
The noble metals were more effective when added as solution than as metallic catalysts. The behaviors 
of these systems were very complex with other materials such as nitrite, Fe, and Al increasing (or with 
some noble metals decreasing) the catalytic effect on reaction (33). They found that Pd also catalyzed 
reaction (36) and that in the absence of nitrite, some nitrate was reduced by formate in the presence of 
Pd (reaction 37). In addition to these reactions, some reduction of the nitrogen species (present or 
formed as intermediates) to ammonia was observed. 

The net effect of 1) the catalyzed decomposition of formic acid, 2) the catalystcontrolled variable 
routes in the reaction of formic acid with nitrite (and to a lesser extent with nitrate), and 3) the effect of 

(a) Wiemers, K. D., C. A. Anderson, and M. E. Peterson. 1987. Evaluation of Process OJ-Guses 
Released During the Fomating of an HWVP Feed Simulant. HWVP-87-V110203G, Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington, 
King, R. B., A. D. King, Jr., N. K. Bhuttacharyya, G. Vemparla, A. Vemparla, N. B. Turner, 
and J. L. Walters. 1993. Hanford Waste Vitri!jication Plant Hydrogen Generation Study. 
PHTD-KO959, prepared for Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 
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promoters or inhibitors (Fe, Al, etc.) that change catalyst efficiency is that it would appear to be very 
difficult to predict the amount of formate remaining in the aqueous slurry at the end of the aqueous 
reactions. This remaining formate is needed to reduce residual nitrate in the melter to produce a glass 
with any significant amount of F e Q .  

It has been stated (Pernert 1952, p. 665) that hydrogen, carbon monoxide, sodium oxalate, and 
sodium carbonate are all always found in the thermal decomposition of sodium formate and that other 
products may form. Reactions (38) and (39) are two steps of one route in the thermal decomposition of 
sodium formate. The sum of these two steps is the net reaction (42). Reactions (40) and (41) are two 
steps in a second route in the thermal decomposition of sodium formate. Although the sum of these 
two steps results in the same net reaction (42), the implications of these two routes can be significantly 
different. Sodium formate melts at 253"C, and slow decomposition to sodium carbonate via reactions 
(38) and (39) occurs at 300°C (Pernert 1952, p. 666). With one mole or more of hydroxide per mole 
of sodium formate initially present, reaction (39) begins at 210°C and proceeds smoothly at 250°C 
(Thorpe and Whiteley 1947, p. 325). This means that sodium formate decomposition may occur at a 
temperature as low as 250°C if adequate hydroxide is present and at 2300°C otherwise, and that 
either H2 or H2 and CO will be products of this decomposition. Small amounts of hydroxide 
apparently catalyze the formation of sodium oxalate, reaction (40), (Thorpe and Whiteley 1947, p. 325; 
Pernert 1952, p. 666). 

Only at higher temperatures does the decomposition to sodium oxalate and hydrogen via reaction 
(40) proceed at reasonable rates. At 380°C or higher, a vigorous exothermic reaction produces sodium 
oxalate and hydrogen in high yields, this process is used to commercially produce oxalic acid (Pernert 
1952, p. 666). Only above about 440" or 450°C does reaction (41) begin in which sodium oxalate 
decomposes to sodium carbonate and carbon monoxide (Pernert 1952, p. 666; Duval 1963, p. 210). 
The significance of the difference in these two routes of sodium formate decomposition is that through 
reaction (40) (sodium oxalate formation) the reducing agent in the glassmaking process could be main- 
tained in the cold cap to higher temperature than possible if decomposition occurred by reactions (38) 
and (39). It is conceivable, of course, that unidentified, active, short-lived intermediates in such a 
decomposition to oxalate may immediately react with nitrate. The relative amounts of sodium formate 
going through these two routes will depend on the heating rate since the oxalate route is favored by 
higher temperature. It will also depend on catalytic effects of other components including calcium 
salts, which catalyze direct decomposition to carbonates (Pernert 1952, p. 666). 

Other work has indicated that small amounts of other materials form during the sodium formate 
decomposition or during the decomposition of the intermediate, sodium oxalate. Thus, Shishido and 
Masuda (1973) reported production of CH, , HCHO, HC02Me, and MeOH and concluded that the 
compounds were produced by secondary reactions of H2, CO, and C02 on catalytic oxide and carbon- 
ate surfaces remaining. Duval (1963, p. 210) reported that the N3CO3 resulting from decomposition 
of sodium oxalate, reaction (41), "often is contaminated with carbon, coming from the decomposition 
of carbon monoxide." Shishido and Masuda (1976) reported that when amorphous carbon is formed in 
the decomposition of alkali formates, it tends to prevent the conversion to oxalate. Note that at the 
temperatures where sodium oxalate and sodium formate decompose reasonably rapidly (500°C and 
300" to 350"C, respectively), significant disproportionation of CO to carbon and CO, is expected 
thermodynamically, but rates are very low unless catalysts such as Fe or Ni along with their oxides or 
graphite as a promoter are present (Bailar et al. 1973a, pp. 1196-1197). Bickford, Hrma, and Bowen 
(1990) found significant amounts of graphite in formated simulated waste glass feed mixtures that had 
been held 4 h at 400"C, even with a sample that was under-reduced with regard to forming CO, and 
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either N20 or NO from the contained NaN03. 'I3ey found, as expected, even larger amounts of 
graphite when the waste mixture contained sucrose. Shishido and Masuda (1971) also reported that 
metal ions such as Co, Ni, and Cu markedly catalyzed the decomposition of alkali formates to carbon- 
ates, reactions (38) and (39) rather than through oxalate. Meisel and Halmos (1971) studied the ther- 
mal decomposition of the C, to C, monobasic and the C, to C,, dibasic carboxylic acids (78) and 
Meisel et al. (1975) studied the effects of variables on the relative amounts of oxalate or carbonate 
formed in the decomposition of alkali formates. 

Reactions (43) and (44) constitute the two-step reduction of sodium nitrate by sodium formate 
(Kozlowski and Bartholomew 1968). The sodium nitrate is reduced in a first step to sodium nitrite, 
and then in a second step the formed sodium nitrite reacts with further sodium formate to entirely 
convert the two sodium salts to sodium carbonate. These studies were performed with a large excess 
of sodium nitrate or sodium nitrite over stoichiometric since near-stoichiometric mixtures are explo- 
sive. Whether N20 would be the sole nitrogen-containing product under other conditions, including 
possible catalyst materials in the waste slurries, is uncertain. These reactions are reportedly complete 
in less than 1 h at 325°C (the corresponding reactions with sodium acetate required 3 to 6 h at 325°C). 

Although actual kinetic data for reactions (38) through (44) were not found and various waste 
components may catalyze these reactions as well, it is important to note that the quantitative or semi- 
quantitative data indicate that sodium formate decomposes at a significant rate in the same temperature 
range (about 300" to 375°C) as that in which it reacts in the molten state with sodium nitrate and 
nitrite. Thus, release of H2 and CO in this temperature range is expected, and since these reducing 
gases escape readily, the efficiency of nitrate and particularly F%03 reduction is probably low. It also 
appears probable that sodium formate, although molten at only 300" to 350"C, will not reduce F%03 
in this temperature range. Thus, in the full-scale liquid-fed melter, any F%03 reduction is likely to 
occur by H2 and/or CO, or by small amounts of pyrolytic carbon. This would no doubt occur in a 
hotter zone of the cold cap or melt than where these reductants are formed. 

Bickford, Diemer, and Iverson (1986) also noted that in laboratory crucible melts containing 
formate salts and carbon, F e o  reduction to Fe(II) did not occur until about 950°C where the reduc- 
ing agent was undoubtedly pyrolytic carbon. Bickford did not publish experimental details, and their 
feed mixes may have contained tetraphenyl boron as well, but it seems unlikely that the decomposition 
of formate itself would consistently produce enough pyrolytic carbon to reduce much Fe(III). The 
carbon oxidation state in formate is the same as that in CO and, as noted earlier, formation of any 
pyrolytic carbon can be considered the result of disproportionation of carbon monoxide. 

If Fe(III) reduction is accomplished by H2 and/or CO, it would mean that reduction efficiency 
would be influenced by size and design of equipment, size of cold cap, and melter gas sweep rate. In 
particular, small-scale laboratory experiments might not simulate the behavior of the full-scale melters 
well at all. If reduction is by pyrolytic carbon, reduction efficiencies would be very low. Calculations 
based on laboratory experimental data published by Farn~worth(~) indicate efficiencies as low as 15 % 
for reduction of nitrate via reactions (43) and (44) and reduction of Fe(I1I) to Fern.  

(a) Farnsworth, R. K. 1987. me E$ect of Feed Composition and F0m.c Acid Addition on Glass 
Redox State. HWVP-87-V110203A, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 
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2.2.2 Other Reductants 

A tremendous variety of reducing agents may be used to control the oxidation state of glass, 
including metallic or semimetallic elements (such as powdered iron, aluminum, silicon), carbon in its 
elemental or near elemental forms (coke, coal, or graphite), and an almost infinite variety of organic 
compounds. Regarding the redox state of the final glass, there may be little difference between these 
reducing agents when compared on the basis of equivalents of reducing capacity. Other reducing 
agents (such as formic acid discussed in the preceding section) may decompose into volatile reducing 
gases at temperatures at or below those where reduction of the glass-feed oxidants occurs. These 
reducing gases would escape unreacted in quantities that vary and are difficult to predict. 

In addition to controlling the final oxidation state of glass, there are many other factors that may 
be important in choosing a reductant to control glass foaming, though the importance of these factors 
ranges from poorly proven to not proven at all. For example, it is unclear whether the redox state of 
final glass, held at 1 150°C, is an adequate measure of foaming that may occur at lower temperatures 
during glass formation. Hypothetically, it might be possible to add solid coke as a reductant, and the 
kinetics of the solid-liquid reactions might be such that little of the coke (depending on its particle size) 
would react in the cold cap or in the glass-forming region where foaming might occur. After most of 
the oxidizing species (nitrate, nitrite, ferrates, manganates, etc.) decompose, the coke might gradually 
reduce Few) in the longer melter holdup at 1150°C. 

When choosing a reductant, cost, toxicity, possible effects on final glass properties, and ease of 
handling and addition to the cold-cap feed are important considerations. One of the claimed advantages 
of formic acid is its ability to improve feed slurry rheology, presumably by dissolving some of the 
hydrous oxides present in alkaline wastes. On this basis, the value of other organic acids might be 
related to their acid strengths. The use of an acidic reductant will cause conversion of nitrites to 
unstable nitrous acid [reaction (35)], which decomposes and leaves behind the metal salts of the acidic 
reductant. This destruction of nitrite prevents reactions such as (16) from occurring at low temperature 
and lowers the total oxidant capacity of the melter feed. Some potential glass reductants [including 
formic acid, reaction (3611 act as reductants in the aqueous phase, reducing nitrite, and under some 
conditions, reducing NO; to a certain extent as well [reaction (331. Such aqueous phase reactions do 
not appear to be advantageous. Since these reactions do not have the same stoichiometry as the simple 
acidification and decomposition of H N q ,  and because their relative contributions vary with condi- 
tions, the unpredictable efficiency is a very negative aspect of such reductants. 

The volatility of organic compounds is important in determining whether they can be used as 
reductants. In most cases, nonacidic low-boiling organics can be expected to boil away before reaching 
a temperature in the cold cap at which they will reduce the oxidizing glass components such as nitrate, 
nitrite, and higher oxidation state metals. With volatile organic acids, the reactions with hydroxide, 
carbonate, or nitrites, and in some cases with nitrate through reactions similar to (35),(36), and (33 ,  
will prevent volatilization. Note, though, that in wastes high in alkali nitrates but low in carbonate, 
hydroxide, and nitrite, too little of the volatile organic acid reductant may remain in the mixture to 
counteract the oxidizing capacity of the nitrate. 

The average oxidation state of carbon in carbonaceous reductants may be very important. First, 
if the decomposition of the reductant (or the salts of the reductant in the case of organic acids) occurs at 
low temperatures relative to the temperature of reaction with the coldcap oxidants [as with formate, 
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reactions (38) and (39) and to a lesser extent (41) versus reactions (43) and (44)], reductant may be lost 
from the system as potentially reducing gases. If the carbon in the added reductant is in a highly oxi- 
dized form, such as in formate (carbon + 2) where the carbon state is the same as in CO, no elemental 
carbon will remain in the mixture except that resulting from CO disproportionation. This has the 
marked disadvantage of low (and difficult to predict) reduction efficiency by formate depending on the 
extent of reduction in the cold cap by CO and H2. On the other hand, a large excess of formate in the 
waste feed will leave little residual graphite in the final glass. 

If the carbon in the reductant is in a more reduced form such as in acetate (carbon in the 0 oxida- 
tion state), there is a greater probability of producing elemental carbon. Indeed, pyrolysis of most 
complex organic materials in the absence of air produces some carbon. Decomposition of sodium 
acetate without carbon oxidation state disproportionation is shown in reaction (45) below: 

NaqH302 --b NaOH + 2 C + H20 

Na%H302 + H20 + NaHC03 + CH4 

6 Na%H3O2 + 3 N%C03 + C02 + 4 %H4 + H20 

Na%H3O2 + NaOH + Na2C03 + CH, 

Ca(C2H302)2 + CaCO, + qH,O (acetone) 

(45) 

(49) 

The decomposition of sodium acetate is not limited to reaction (45), and numerous hypothetical decom- 
position reactions may be written in which the carbon oxidation state both increases and decreases to 
produce multiple products. Reactions (46) and (47) are two of many possible reactions that could 
occur. Many of these require water vapor, as in reaction (46). It is unknown if thermal decomposition 
produces ethane via reaction (47), but it is the principal product of electrolysis of sodium acetate 
(Williams and Hatch 1948, p. 141). Only limited data on the actual thermal decomposition of sodium 
acetate was found. Sodium acetate reportedly melts without decomposition at 320°C (Coffey 1965) 
and decomposes (presumably in air) above 440°C. The decomposition is complete at about 540°C and 
leaves Na2C03 contaminated with elemental carbon (Duval 1963, p. 210; Duval 1955). 

Reaction (48), the known elevated temperature reaction of sodium acetate with sodium hydrox- 
ide, is by far the dominant reaction and is used as a laboratory preparation of methane (Williams and 
Hatch 1948, p. 140). Reaction (46) can be considered a first step in this reaction with the neutraliza- 
tion reaction of NaOH and NaHCO, driving reaction (46) to the right and regenerating the water used 
in reaction (46). Reactions similar to reaction (48) occur with alkali salts of other organic acids in 
which the carboxylate group is removed and converted to alkali carbonate, and a hydrogen atom is 
added to the organic entity remaining. Thus, sodium propionate would yield ethane as shown in 
reaction (54) below. 
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Reaction (49) occurs with the alkaline earth acetates and similar reactions to produce ketones (or in 
the case of formates, aldehydes) occur with alkaline earth salts of various organic acids. This type of 
reaction occurs by removing the carboxylate group from one of the organic carboxylate anions and one 
oxygen atom from the other carboxylate anion of the salts and combining the remaining organic radi- 
cals (Williams and Hatch 1992, pp. 138-140). 

Note that the appreciably higher decomposition temperature of sodium acetate (2440°C) compared 
to sodium formate (>250"C, discussed in the prior section), should increase its chance of direct reac- 
tion with NaN03 and NaNO,, even if at higher temperatures sodium acetate does decompose to gase- 
ous reductants as shown in reactions (46), (43, and (48). Sodium acetate is reported to react with 
NaN03 and NaN02 through reactions (50) and (51) below: 

Na%H3O2 + 4 NaNO, j 4 NaNO, + 112 N3C03 + 312 CO, + 312 H20 (50) 

Na%H3O2 + 3 NaN02 + 2 Na2C0, + 312 H20 + 112 N20 + N2 (5 1) 

The reaction rates of sodium acetate with sodium nitrate and nitrite [reactions (SO) and (51)] are 
slower than those with sodium formate [reactions (43) and (44)]. The sodium acetate reactions require 
3 to 6 h for completion, while the sodium formate reactions require I 1 h at 325°C (Kozlowski and 
Bartholomew 1968). Reactions (50) and (51), however, would probably be quite rapid at 440°C where 
simple decomposition just begins. On this basis, acetic acid might be a much more efficient reductant 
than formic acid. It may also be easier to estimate the amount of acetic acid required, since the relative 
extent of simultaneous decomposition and reduction reactions are no doubt af€ected by waste compo- 
sition variables, catalysis, and rate of temperature increase. Recent experiments by R. s. Scheele, 
PNL, in which an excess of an equimolar mixture of NaNO, and NaN02 was heated with sodium ace- 
tate indicated that CH, is produced. Thus, even with acetate, some decomposition [via reaction (46)] 
occurred along with nitrate-nitrite oxidation. 

Note that acetic acid is weaker than formic acid. Because of this, acetic acid may not dissolve as 
much of the hydrated oxides as formic acid does, therefore resulting in less improvement to feed rheol- 
ogy. Acetic acid is not expected to react or decompose significantly in the aqueous phase other than 
through the formation and decomposition of nitrous acid. The lack of aqueous phase reduction and 
decomposition reactions appears to be a considerable advantage. 

The acidification of waste using a combination of nitric and organic acid would allow lower pH 
(and possibly better rheology properties) to be obtained. But if the organic acid were volatile like 
acetic acid, the organic acid would likely be lost. Nonvolatile organic acids and nonvolatile nonacidic 
organic compounds could be used in this manner. Example include the use of sucrose with nitric acid 
acidification. 

Table 2.1 lists the properties of several organic compounds (mostly acids) that could be used to 
reduce oxidizing species in waste glass melting. The values of reducing equivalent given in Table 2.1 
are based on a theoretical 100% efficiency and do not consider potential loss of reducing gases due to 
low temperature decomposition reactions competing with reduction. Table 2.1 is presented to illustrate 
the range of average C oxidation states and reducing capacities available in nonvolatile organic 
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Table 2.1. Properties of Some Potential Reducing Agents for Waste Glass Melting 

Reducing 
Average Carbon Reducing Equivalents/Gram Acid Dissociation 

Compound Oxidation State Equivalentshlole Compound Constants, -log K(a) 

Oxalic Acid 
Formic Acid 
Glyoxylic Acid 
Tartaric Acid 
Malonic Acid 
Glycolic Acid 
Pyruvic Acid 
Acetic Acid 
Sucrose 
Graphite 
Propionic Acid 
Polyethylene 
HEDTA@) 

3 .OO 
2.00 
2.00 
1.5 
1.33 
1 .oo 
0.67 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

-0.67 
-2.00 
0.20 

2 
2 
2 

10 
8 
6 

10 
8 

44 
4 

14 

0.0222 
0.0435 
0.0541 
0.0667 
0.0769 
0.0789 
0.114 
0.133 
0.129 
0.333 
0.212 
0.429 
0.139@) 

1.12,3.6a 
3.77 

3.04,4.16 
2.80,5.60 

3.83 
2.49 
4.76 

4.89 

2.39, 5.37, 9.93 

(a) Sillen and Martell (1964). Successive dissociation constants are given where appropriate. 
(b) N’(-2 hydroxyethyl) ethylenediamine-NNN’ triacetic acid, which is one of many organics 

present in some Hanford wastes. 
(c) Based on the assumption that the nitrogen atoms present do not change oxidation state and 

in so doing also act as reductants. 

materials (in the cases of the acids as their salts). Carbon oxidation states range from 3.00 for oxalic 
acid to -2.00 for polyethylene, while the reducing capacity per gram compound changes over 19-fold 
between these two compounds. 

Oxalic acid has the oxidation state of an equimolar mixture of CO and CO, and thus is expected to 
decompose with little carbon production via reaction (41). The decomposition is reported to follow 
reaction (41) to >98.6%, but it is also reported that some carbon from CO decomposition can some- 
times be found in the remaining NqCO, (Duval 1963, p. 210). In addition, the decomposition rate 
reportedly becomes significant only above 500°C (Duval 1963, p, 210), and it seems likely that a 
reaction with nitrate and nitrite would be rapid below that temperature. Thus, oxalic acid is a logical 
choice as a reductant that leaves little carbon, but the amount of F e w  that would be reduced before 
decomposition is less certain. Oxalic acid is a stronger acid than formic acid, but because it forms 
many insoluble salts, its effect on rheology might not be beneficial. Oxalic acid is also of limited 
solubility, making its addition as a solution more difficult. Since it is nonvolatile, oxalic acid would 
not be lost from nitric acid acidified feeds. 

The simple monocarboxylic acids become more reducing per carbon atom as the chain length 
increases. Thus, the average carbon oxidation state ranges from 2.00 for formic acid, through 0.00 for 
acetic acid, to -0.67 for propionic acid, and will approach -2.00 as the chain length approaches infinity. 
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On the basis of limited data (Kozlowski and Bartholomew 1968), the reactions of sodium propionate 
with sodium nitrate and nitrite have been suggested to be as follows: 

NaC3H502 + 7 NaN03 + 7 NaNO, + 112 Na2C03 + 512 CO, + 512 H20 (52) 

NaC3H502 + 5 NaN0, + 3 Na&03 + 1/2 N20 + 2 N2 + 5/2 H20 (53) 

NaC3H502 + NaOH + Na2C03 + GH6 (54) 

If excess sodium propionate is used in waste glass melter feed, decomposition yielding some carbon is 
expected. The theoretical (assuming no loss of reducing gases) reducing capacity of propionic acid 
would be about five times that of formic acid on a weight basis. Its decomposition temperature is no 
doubt higher, so it is more likely to react with nitrate below its decomposition temperature. Propionic 
acid is, to a slightly greater extent than acetic acid, weaker than formic acid, which might result in less 
feed rheology improvement. 

Tartaric acid (as crude potassium acid tartrate, argols) has been long used in controlled amounts as 
a reductant in fire assaying to reduce and precipitate the desired fraction of Pb from PbO-containing 
melts (glasses) to carry noble metals. Sucrose and starch have been used in simulated nuclear waste 
glass melting. If amounts are used above what is required to react with oxidants, principally nitrate 
and nitrite, both are expected to produce carbon during decomposition (pyrolysis). Volatile reducing 
gases can also be expected during pyrolysis. The pyrolytic carbon, if not excessive, can then be 
expected to react with Fe(lI1). An advantage of these higher molecular weight organics (as well as of 
oxalic acid and some other lower molecular weight organics) is that they do not form volatile free 
acids. Thus, nitric acid could be used to acidify the waste for dissolving hydrous oxides for rheology 
purposes without converting the reductant to a volatile acid, which could be lost. 

Carbon has the advantage over organic compounds of being nonvolatile, so it should remain in the 
cold cap and melt until reaching a temperature at which it reacts rapidly with oxidants. The reaction of 
carbon with NaN03 or NaN02 is important to the chemistry of black gun or blasting powder (normally 
a mixture of carbon, sulfur, and sodium or potassium nitrates), and studies of the reaction rates may be 
available in the literature. Burger et al. (1973) conducted limited studies. They reported a rapid exo- 
thermic reaction of NaN03 and carbon at 450"C, a sharp exothermic reaction at about 500°C in mix- 
tures of carbon with previously calcined synthetic saltcake waste, a smooth reaction of a mixture of 
93% Na,CO, and 7% NaN03 with carbon at -5OO"C, and an extremely rapid and vigorous exother- 
mic reaction when powdered carbon was gradually added to a melt at 850°C that originally contained 
NaN03 but in which only 15% to 20% of the original combined nitrogen remained. 

On the basis of the Burger et al. (1973) results, it appears that using powdered carbon in the cold 
cap would destroy nitrate and nitrite at temperatures below those at which sufficient melt forms to close 
off coldcap porosity (-700°C). The only way in which reducing capacity can be lost using carbon is 
through oxidation of the carbon only to CO with its loss from the cold cap. Burger et al. (1973, p. 45) 
found essentially no reaction of gaseous CO with molten sodium nitrate at 700°C and about 50% 
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reduction of the nitrate in 1 h by CO bubbling through the melt at 775°C. Thus, unless catalysis by 
cold-cap components occurs, any CO that formed would be lost. 

A variety of other reducing agents have been used in glassmaking. These include cyanides, sil- 
icon, silicon carbide, and various metals (Weyl 1951). These reductants have largely been used to 
control glass color. The cyanides would undoubtedly react rapidly with nitrate and nitrite at a low 
temperature (- 400°C) but others, such a Si and Sic, might not. Silicon and Sic have the advantage 
of nonvolatility and produce SiO,, which is added to the waste glass anyway. 

2.3 Waste Feed Types 

This section addresses the differing chemistry that occurs in the melter cold cap as a function of 
whether the melter feed is alkaline or acidic and whether it does or does not contain reductants. 

2.3.1 Alkaline Wastes 

In waste glassmaking, alkaline waste feeds will normally contain significant amounts of NO;, 
NO;, aluminate, OH-, and Cog-, and alkali metal ions. Assuming a 25 wtZ loading of nonvolatile 
waste oxides in the final waste glass, it is estimated that glass feed made from washed NCAW sludge 
will have 1.1 moles NO; + NO; (as alkali metal salts), 0.25 moles C@-, 0.44 moles Al, and 0.1 
moles OH' per kg of final glass.(a) The hydroxide value may be somewhat higher since it appears 
that washing with at least 0.1 M NaOH will be required to prevent conversion of aluminate to freshly 
precipitated Al(OH),, which would cause difficulty in solids-liquid separation (discussion with 
G. J. Lumetta, PNL, 1993). A significant portion of the A1 would probably be present as aluminate 
that, if not washed out, is almost equivalent in alkalinity to an equal amount of hydroxide. The 
alkaline feeds for the simulated NCAW glass (PSCM-11) for which foaming data were reported by 
Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986), was clearly not made to this composition. In particular, the alkali 
nitrate level and to a lesser extent, the hydroxide level in PSCM-11 were significantly lower than 
currently anticipated for NCAW.(~) 

Compared to waste of the same initial composition that has been acidified with nitric acid, alkaline 
waste can be expected to exhibit several major chemical differences that may markedly afFect cold-cap 
chemistry. First, the presence of free strong bases (both OH' and aluminate) of alkali metals allows 
oxidation reactions that produce the highest possible oxidation states of multivalent metal ions to pro- 
ceed under their most favorable conditions. Thus, free strong bases provide the optimum conditions 
for formation of manganates [reactions (4),(6), and (>I, chromates and dichromates [reactions (12), 
(14), and (15)], nickelates, and ferrates [reactions (23) and (2511. Most of these highly oxidized 
species will persist at least until significant overall melting and silica dissolution occurs to lower the 
melt basicity, which destabilizes many of these species and results in 0, evolution. Some of the 
oxidized species such as C r o ,  C e O  (which is also stabilized by alkaline systems), and Fe(I1I) will 
persist to considerably higher temperatures (Schreiber et al. 1984). Alkaline, high-carbonate wastes 

(a) Smith, R. A. 1991. Revision of Pretreated Neutralized Current Acid Waste Composition for 
FYI991 pilot Testing. Westinghouse Hanford Company letter to Mr. J. M. Creer, January 21, 
1991, Correspondence No. 9150110. 
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without significant free hydroxide will less effectively promote these oxidation reactions than hydroxide 
and aluminate wastes, but will nevertheless promote the reactions at higher temperatures where 
Na2C03 becomes less stable, providing that the oxidized product is sufficiently stable at such tempera- 
tures [reaction (1311. 

Second, the presence of significant amounts of sodium nitrite in alkaline waste (projected mole 
ratio NaN02/NaN03 = 3.75)(') allows formation of chromate [reaction (16)] at relatively low tem- 
peratures and presumably also manganates, ferrate, and possibly nickelates without consumption of free 
base or with reduced consumption of free base. These relatively low temperature reactions are not 
possible with acidic wastes because nitrous acid is not stable, and nitrites are thus decomposed in acidic 
solutions. 

Third, the presence of NaOH (and NaN02, which will also be present in alkaline waste) maxi- 
mizes the temperature range and amount of liquid phases that can act as reaction fluxes in the cold cap. 
Thus, heating aqueous NaOH solutions at atmospheric pressure will not produce a solid phase up to 
1 150"C, a molten NaN03-NaN02 eutectic will form at 226"C, and other eutectics of NaN03 or 
NaNOz with NaOH having slightly higher melting points also form if adequate NaOH is present. Pure 
NaN02 melts at 284°C and NaN03 melts at 309°C; these will persist as liquid phases at least until 
liquid borates and other liquids are forming. It can then be concluded that liquid phases providing 
fluxes for oxidation reactions and other reactions that occur in glassmaking exist at all temperatures in 
cold caps when highly alkaline (NaOH-containing) fesds are processed. These fluxes will increase the 
extent of completion of those reactions that are thermodynamically possible at lower temperatures, 
including the oxidation reactions of NaNO, and NaN02. 

Fourth, wastes containing free NaOH should retain water to much higher temperatures than wastes 
of the same composition that are initially acidic. Most metal nitrates present in acidic wastes either do 
not hold water strongly (e.g., NaNO,, KN03) or they decompose or lose water at relatively low tem- 
peratures ve(N03)3 - 6 H20, Al(N03)3 * 9 H20]. In alkaline wastes, NaOH does not become anhy- 
drous until about 400°C and does not lose its water of composition until it is converted by reaction to 
another compound (such as N3MnO4 or sodium borate or silicate). This higher water content might 
be expected to increase reaction kinetics and to increase the liquid phase content of the cold cap as a 
function of temperature. It also might affect melt viscosity and surface tension. 

Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986) reported for each of three oxidized glass compositions a posi- 
tive b e a r  correlation of glass reboil pressure with the water content of the glass samples. For the 
same glass samples and measured reboil pressures, two of three glass compositions showed a positive 
finear correlation of the reboil pressure with the equivalents of oxidizing species stronger than F e O  
present in the samples. Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986) apparently did not recognize that the same 
data (reboil pressures) cannot be linearly proportional to two different independent variables and that, if 
the data are valid, the equivalents of oxidizing species in the glass must be linearly related to the glass 
water content for at least two of the three glasses. Why such a relationship between water content and 
oxidant content of the glass would occur is not certain, but it does point to a possible consequence of 
varying water content and, thus, to a possible difference between strongly alkaline and acidic feeds. 

(a) Smith, R. A. 1991. Revision of Pretreated Neutralized Current Acid Waste Composition for 
FY 1991 Pilot Testing. Westinghouse Hanford Company letter to Mr. J. M. Creer, January 21, 
1991, Correspondence No. 9150110. 
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Addition of moist substances to hot glass is known to remove oxygen from glass (as would a sweep of 
any other gas through the molten glass) (Weyl 1951, p. 129). It seems likely then that the water- 
oxygen relationship in the Goldman, Brite, and Richey (1986) results may be due to this, and the 
samples that lost more water (due to probable slight differences in final melter temperatures) also lost 
more oxygen. 

From the above discussion, it should be clear that alkaline feeds to the glass melter provide the 
most optimum conditions for producing and maintaining the maximum quantities of oxidants to the 
upper temperature limits of their stability. The highly alkaline (high OH-) feeds should result in 
formation of manganates, chromates, ferrates, nickelates, and possibly other high oxidation state 
species in the cold cap. Some of these will decompose at the temperatures where melt acidification by 
dissolving silica occurs and others such as Cr(VI) will persist to much higher temperatures. Based on 
the reactions discussed earlier in this report, the tendency for formation of these high oxidation state 
species should increase with increasing amount and strength of the waste alkalinity (OH- versus 
CG-). Since alkali nitrates and nitrites are primary oxidants that produce other high oxidation state 
species, production of these oxidized species is expected to increase as the waste alkali nitrate and 
nitrite concentrations increase, at least up to some limiting value. The degree of oxidation occurring in 
the cold cap may also depend on the alkali nitritehitrate ratio, particularly if alkali content is limited. 

As discussed early in this report, historical melter experience has indicated that alkaline melter 
feeds have produced significantly more severe foaming than acidic feeds. It is expected that highly 
alkaline feeds containing both alkali nitrates and nitrites will produce the highest possible degree of 
highly oxidized metal species throughout the temperature range of the cold cap and on to the final 
glass. This, in turn, should provide the highest possible extent of oxygen evolution in the temperature 
range where "initial melting'' and the bulk of the homogenization of the components occur, resulting in 
the decomposition of the least stable of the high oxidation state species (ferrates, nickelates, and man- 
ganates) formed in the cold cap. 

In spite of the significant differences expected in cold-cap chemistry between alkaline and other- 
wise similar acidic feeds, initially acidic but otherwise similar high alkali nitrate feeds are expected to 
also produce very oxidized melts. For this reason, it is by no means clear that differences in amounts 
of oxidized species formed in the cold cap or particularly surviving into the molten glass adequately 
explain the differences in foaming behavior that have been observed between alkaline and acidic feeds. 

2.3.2 Acidic Wastes 

Acidic feeds for nuclear waste glassmaking will contain significant amounts of NO; and virtually 
no NO; because of the instability of nitrous acid. Commercial reprocessing wastes, which are stored 
acidic, might or might not have high alkali nitrate contents depending on the chemicals used in reproc- 
essing. Hanford wastes (along with Savannah River and West Valley wastes), which have been ini- 
tially neutralized with sodium hydroxide, will have high alkali nitrate content unless prepared from 
sludges that were exhaustively washed to remove alkali nitrates, nitrites, and carbonates before reacid- 
ification. It should be emphasized that nitric acid acidification of an originally alkaline waste will des- 
troy essentially all nitrite and carbonate but will actually increase the total oxidizing capacity of the 
waste. This occurs because all destroyed alkali nitrites and carbonates are converted to nitrates, and 
nitrate has more oxidizing capacity than nitrite, and the carbonates were not oxidizing, Depending on 
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the degree of acidification of alkaline wastes, various other metal ions present including alkaline earths, 
rare earths, Fe, and AI, will also be put into solution as nitrates. 

As stated earlier, acidified feeds have neither free base nor nitrite to drive low temperature oxida- 
tion reactions in the cold cap to produce ferrates, manganates, chromates, or nickelates. At low tem- 
peratures, transition metal, and at somewhat higher temperatures aluminum and lanthanide nitrates, 
begin to decompose but do not provide strong base. Transition metal nitrate decomposition reactions 
such as (2), (ll), (18), and (19) begin at temperatures as low as 40"C, and many are complete by 
300°C. The metal oxide products are only weakly basic and the gases produced (when mixed with 
water vapor and air) are quite acidic; during these decompositions the system can be considered to 
remain acidic. Several of these nitrates melt in their water of hydration, so liquid phases will persist to 
above the boiling point of water and nitric acid but probably will not remain near the melting point of 
NaNO, (309°C). 

In the range from 300" to 400"C, reaction (14) can be expected to begin. The reaction of NaNO, 
alone with other oxides, such as those of Mn and Fe, cannot be expected to occur readily in the 
absence of either Na20, NaOH, or NaN02. Therefore, oxidation of these metals cannot be expected to 
become significant until decomposition of NaN03 to produce first NaN$ [reaction (26)] and then 
Na20 [reactions (27) and (28)]. Bond and Jacob's (1966) rate data indicate about 50% completion for 
reaction (26) in 1.5 h at 650°C and 50% completion for formation of N9O in 4.7 h at 650°C. Burger 
et ai. (1973), however, found essentially no formation of N 9 0  at 775°C in 2 h. In these complex 
waste feed mixtures, decomposition of NaNO, and of the NaN02 formed from it may be accelerated 
and may occur in the melter at much lower temperatures than in the pure salts, but this acceleration 
will be caused by the consumption of the formed N%O. Such acceleration could be caused by the 
metal oxidation reactions such as manganate and ferrate formation that require base, but acceleration 
is also likely to be caused by glass forming (and melting) reactions (borate and silicate formation) 
themselves. These latter reactions then consume free base that could otherwise drive transition metal 
oxidations. 

Bickford, Diemer, and Iverson (1986) (as well as P. Smith of PNL)(') found that nuclear waste 
glass feeds melt adequately to consolidate and produce maximum foaming at about 700°C and slightly 
above. Borates and silicates are assumed to be entering the melt phase at this point. It would appear 
then that in the melter cold cap, free N%O or significant amounts of NaN$ may not form from 
NaNO, to allow formation of manganates, ferrates, etc. under conditions where the latter are 
reasonably stable. 

It should be emphasized that the more stable high oxidation state species, such as C r o ,  Ce(IV), 
and probably MnUII), will form even at the glass-forming temperature since the decomposing sodium 
nitrate will be strongly oxidizing. Thus, slightly above the glass formation temperature, little 
difference would be expected between the amount of oxidants present in glass melts from otherwise 
similar alkaline and acidic waste. Also, the total amount of O2 released by glass production from 
acidified waste originally containing nitrite should be higher than by glass production from the original 
alkaline waste. 

(a) Smith, P. 1993. Unpublished work. 
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A discussed earlier, experimental evidence suggests that acidic feeds do not produce foaming to 
the extent alkaline feeds do. It is very questionable how well the benefit, if any, of added reducing 
agents has been proven. Although there is an expected difference in redox chemistry between alkaline 
and acidic feeds with more high oxidation state metal species expected to form in an alkaline waste cold 
cap, these species are expected to decompose at the glass forming (acidic component dissolution) tem- 
perature stage, and there may be other effects that should not be ignored. Alkaline wastes contain 
alkali carbonates, hydroxide, and nitrites that are not present in the same wastes that have been acidi- 
fied with nitric acid. If any of these react with the source of silica (normally frit) at a lower tempera- 
ture than does sodium nitrate, they may close off the pore structure at a lower temperature where melt 
viscosity is higher and gas release may also be greater. 

2.3.3 Acidified Reduced Waste 

Initially alkaline wastes (Hanford, Savannah River, or West Valley) can be acidified in two ways 
to produce acidified reduced waste. They can be acidified with nitric acid and a reducing agent (not 
necessarily an acid) may be added, or they can be acidified with an organic acid that also serves as a 
reductant. The acidification dissolves some of the hydrous oxides present in the initially alkaline waste 
and presumably improves the feed rheology and pumpability. The acidification also eliminates hydrox- 
ide, carbonate, and nitrite from the feed slurry. This treatment eliminates reactions in the cold cap that 
require these species, except at temperatures above which they may re-form. Thus, in the reactions of 
carbonaceous reductant with sodium nitrate, sodium carbonate is formed; in the absence of any or suf- 
ficient reductant, thermal decomposition of sodium nitrate will form sodium nitrite; and at sufficient 
temperature sodium nitrite in turn decomposes to N%O which with water vapor forms NaOH. 

The formation of N3C03 by the reaction of carboneous reductants with sodium nitrate occurs at 
relatively low temperature (about 300" to 350°C with formate). If insufficient reductant is present, 
this limited reductant may reduce some of the sodium nitrate only to sodium nitrite in the 300" to 
500°C temperature range depending on which reductant is used. On the other hand, thermal decompo- 
sition of sodium nitrate to nitrite requires >5OO"C, and NaOH production by decomposition of NaN02 
in the presence of H20 vapor does not appear to occur in the pure salt until above 700°C. If adequate 
reductant is present and is not lost due to low temperature decomposition into reducing gases that 
escape from the reaction zone, the reductant reaction should certainly prevent NqO or NaOH from 
forming at all, should prevent the existence of NaNC+ above -5OO"C, and N3C03 should be the 
strongest base that can form. This N%C03 will then be the principal glass-forming alkali metal com- 
pound in the waste, as opposed to a mixture of NaOH, N3C03, NaNO,, and NaN02, in the case of 
untreated (alkaline) waste, or NaNO, (and NaN02 from NaN03 decomposition) in acidified but unre- 
duced waste. In both untreated alkaline and acidified unreduced wastes, N%O and N 3 0 2  may form in 
decomposition of NaNO, and NaN02 at high temperatures. The difference in these feed types 
undoubtedly affects the temperature at which sufficient melt formation occurs to close off frit porosity. 

Note that if a waste is acidified (with either HNO, or organic acid) and carbonaceous reductant is 
used in insufficient quantity to completely reduce nitrate in the cold cap, the waste components will 
react to leave a carbonate, nitrate, and nitrite mixture. Although this combination is not as alkaline as 
untreated alkaline waste, it may well provide an environment more conducive to oxidation of metals 
such as Mn, Fe, Ni, and Cr to their highest oxidation states than waste treated with only nitric acid. 
The latter, containing only NaNO,, will not provide base to drive the oxidation reaction [such as reac- 
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tions (4), (6), (3, (13), (15), (23), (25)] until NaN02 decomposition occurs and where most of the 
high oxidation metal species are destabilized anyway because of silica dissolution. 

The acidification of the waste with nitric acid actually increases the oxidizing capacity of the glass 
feed by converting carbonates, hydroxides, and nitrites to nitrates. Acidification with an organic acid 
converts hydroxides, carbonates, and nitrites to metal salts of the organic acids, thus lowering both 
alkalinity and oxidizing capacity. Many organic acids will not react with nitrate in the aqueous solu- 
tions, leaving it unaf€ected. Some, including formic acid, partially react under catalysis by waste com- 
ponents with nitrate, further lowering the oxidizing capacity of the feeds. Unfortunately, these reac- 
tions with nitrate in aqueous solution do not necessarily follow the same stoichiometry of the higher 
temperature reactions, making it more difficult to quantitatively predict the effect of the reductant on 
the final glass redox state. 

The use of organic acids creates some difficulties. In a well washed waste sludge having a low 
nitrate content, addition of sufficient organic acid to neutralize and dissolve hydroxides, carbonates, 
and hydrous oxides and to destroy nitrites (acidify the waste) will conceivably leave sufficient metal 
organic salts to overreduce the glass. On the other hand, organic acid acidification of high nitrate 
waste that is low in alkalinity may not provide enough organic acid to react in the melter with the 
nitrate, resulting in a highly oxidizing glass. If more of a volatile organic acid (formic, acetic, etc.) 
were used, the acid would boil away before reaching a temperature in the cold cap at which it would 
react with nitrate. The use of a nonvolatile acid that adequately improved rheology would solve this 
problem, but high alkalinity and low nitrate levels would still result in overreduction. Basically, this 
problem results from the fact that it is impossible to optimize the use of one reagent for two indepen- 
dent purposes. In this case, the purposes are to control redox level which in turn is thought by many to 
control melter foaming and to improve feed rheology. 

Formulas based only on the amounts thought to be required to neutralize or dissolve hydroxides, 
carbonates, and hydrous oxides; to react with nitrite; and to reduce HgO to elemental Hg and Mn02 to 
Mn2+ have been proposed for determining the amount of formic acid to be used in melter feed pre- 
treatment.(qb+) These formulas must be considered useful only for feed rheology control; they do not 
define the redox condition of the final glass. The use of nitric acid acidification along with a nonvola- 
tile reductant should in theory solve this problem. Nitric acid would be used to neutralize and dissolve 
hydroxides, carbonates, and hydrous oxides, and the reductant would be added on the basis of the 
amount of nitrates present after acidification. Note that this approach does not completely solve the 
problem of being able to simply calculate the amount of reductant needed from chemical stoichiometry. 
This is partly because (as discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2) organic reductants probably, to 
different degrees, decompose to emit reducing gases at or below the temperatures at which they 
completely reduce oxidants (nitrate particularly in acidic wastes), thus losing reducing gases and 

(a) Hsu, C. W. 1990. Formic Acid Requirement in the D W F  chemical Processing Cell. 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Letter Report to J. R. Knight, WSRC-RF-90-0554, 

(b) Larsen, D. E., ed. 1988. Hmford Waste Vitn>cation Plant Process Chemistry and Technology. 
HWVP-86-V 1 143B, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington. 

(c) Farnsworth, R. K. 1987. 7 7 ~  Efect of Feed Composition and Fomk Acid Addition on Glass 
Redox State. HWVP-V110203A7 PRMC-2202044, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, 
Washington. 
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reduction efficiency. An example of this would be the decomposition of alkaline earth carboxylate salts 
formed in wastes acidified by organic acids to volatile ketones via reaction (49). It is also partly due to 
the fact that not all nitrate salts behave the same chemically. 

In acidic wastes (depending on the extent of acidification) not only are alkali nitrates @rincipally 
sodium nitrate) present, but alkaline earth, Al, and various transition metal nitrates are present as well. 
Some of these, such as ferric nitrate (reaction 19), decompose at rather low temperatures. In general, 
the less basic the metal oxide produced, the lower the nitrate decomposition temperature. At first 
glance, it might be assumed that nitrates that decompose at low temperature might not survive to tem- 
peratures where they would react with reducing agents that would not react with NaNO, until about 
300" to 500°C. This is probably not the case, however. Most nitrates appear to become kinetically 
active oxidants at or near the temperature region where decomposition begins; this no doubt results 
from the production of very active intermediates during decomposition. Thus, higher valent transition 
metal nitrates may react violently with reductants at temperatures below 200°C. 

The more likely event is that the nitrogen-containing product (NO,, N20, N2) of the reduction 
may change depending on the temperature at which reaction occurs. This changes the redox stoichio- 
metry. Reduction of metal nitrates that are reduced at low temperature might yield higher amounts of 
NO, (NO and Nod,  and reactions that occur only at much higher temperatures would be more likely 
to convert a greater fraction of the combined nitrogen to N20 or particularly N2. This is because it is 
assumed that greater activation energy is required to form a N-N bond. On this basis, the amount of 
reductant required to produce a given h a l  glass redox condition (such as Fe'+/Fe3+ ratio) likely can- 
not be exactly measured by the total acidified feed nitrate level. 

2.3.4 Alkaline Reduced Wastes 

Alkaline reduced wastes could be produced either by adding a neutral or alkaline organic reduc- 
tant, including salts of organic acids, to alkaline waste without acidifying the waste, or by adding an 
organic acid reductant in insufficient quantity to acidify the waste. This free alkali will markedly 
change the nature of chemical reactions occurring in the cold cap. Not only does alkalinity favor oxi- 
dation of metal ions to their highest possible oxidation states (as discussed throughout Sections 2.1 and 
2.3.1), but alkalinity will also affect the course of reaction of organic materials present in or added to 
the waste feed. 

With organic acids as reductants, particularly including formic acid, the presence of alkalinity will 
lower the decomposition temperatures of the organic acid salts produced when the acids are added to 
the alkaline waste. These decompositions produce reducing gases that may remove most or all of the 
reducing capacity of the reductant from the cold cap without reduction occurring, depending on the 
extent to which these gases react before loss. This extent of loss of reductant depends on melter design 
and operating conditions; loss of reductant may be much different in laboratory-scale experiments than 
in a full-scale melter. 

In the case of formic acid or formate salts, reaction (39), decomposition in an alkaline environ- 
ment begins at 210°C and proceeds "smoothly" at 250°C. On the other hand, the reaction of sodium 
formate with sodium nitrate and nitrite proceeds at comparable rates only at about 350°C (reactions 43 
and 44). The result is that a large fraction of the formate will be decomposed to yield H2, which may 
escape before reacting with the oxidants, thereby significantly lowering oxidation state control 
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efficiency. If all the sodium formate reacted with sodium hydroxide before it could react with sodium 
nitrate and nitrite, and H2 was lost by rapid diffusion from the glass feed mix, the reduction efficiency 
of the formate would be zero. 

The same problem applies to the use of other organic acids such as acetic or propionic acids or 
their salts. Alkali hydroxides react with alkali acetates and propionates to form methane and ethane, 
respectively, [reactions (48) and (5411. Any alkaline earth acetates and propionates that are present 
decompose to make volatile acetone and 3-pentanone, respectively, [reaction (49)], although alkaline 
earths are less likely to be present as organic carboxylate salts in alkaline wastes than in wastes acidi- 
fied by organic acids. To the extent that these reactions occur at lower temperatures before the reduc- 
tion of nitrates and nitrites, and the volatile products escape, the reduction efficiency is lowered. No 
information was obtained on the temperatures or rates of these reactions, but a significant loss of reduc- 
tant efficiency must be assumed when using organic acids in alkaline wastes. 

The effect of alkalinity on the decomposition or pyrolysis of organic reductants other than organic 
acids (such as sucrose, starch, etc.) is not as certain. It does appear that the extent of reduction versus 
decomposition reactions will be different in alkaline versus acidic wastes for many organic reductants, 
even if they are not organic acids. 

The effect of alkalinity on the temperature and reaction rate of alkali nitrates and nitrites with 
organic reductants was not found in the literature. Though far from proven, it can be postulated that if 
ortho- and pyronitrates form from nitrate and alkali (Na,O) (Shams El Din and Hosary 1967a, 196%; 
Kohlmuller 1959), they would stabilize N O  in the melt and lower its reactivity toward reducing 
agents. This in turn would increase the extent of organic reductant loss due to decomposition relative 
to the extent of reduction. 
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3.0 Conclusions 

The use of reductants in general and of formic acid in particular to control foaming in nuclear 
waste glass preparation in liquid-fed ceramic melters is at best a poorly proven concept. The concept 
that reductants can be used to lower the oxygen hgacity in the glass-forming and higher temperature 
glass melt regions and that this in turn may prevent foaming problems in melters is a reasonable 
hypotheis. It is, however, poorly proven because experimental work in this field did not resolve this 
question. Indeed, it is unclear in what temperature regime in the melter the reactions occur that cause 
problem foaming. In this regard, remember that some gas release in the melter is to be expected at all 
temperature ranges (as temperature is increased) at least for unreduced glass mixtures. 

There is strong reason to believe that other variables in the waste glassmaking process may be as 
or more important to melter foaming problems as the glass redox level. Data for past melter runs have 
indicated that acidic feeds (with nitric acid) without reductants did not foam significantly even when 
they had very high oxidizing capacities (high nitrate and especially high alkali metal nitrate levels). On 
the other hand, nonreduced alkaline feeds with much lower (several hundred-fold) nitrate levels exhib- 
ited serious foaming. 

The redox chemistry of multivalent metals is expected to be significantly different during heating 
to glass temperature (cold-cap chemistry) for alkaline versus acidic feeds. Alkalinity in the presence 
of nitrate and nitrite should promote the formation of the highest possible oxidation states of the multi- 
valent metals such as Fe, Cr, Ni, Mn, and Ce. Many of these high oxidation state species will decom- 
pose releasing 0, at the temperature at which silica dissolves into the melt, thereby decreasing alkalin- 
ity. At this same temperature, the melt phase has high viscosity and should best retain gas. 

This difference in redox chemistry and the possible difference in amount of gas produced between 
alkaline and acidic wastes is not a proven explanation of the apparent foaming differences between 
these types of wastes. The absence of nitrite, carbonate, and hydroxide in acidic wastes may change 
the temperature and rate of liquid melt phase formation versus acidic waste, and thus change the tem- 
perature at which foaming can occur. 

The use of adequate amounts of reductant in the melter feeds should theoretically eliminate the 
capacity of the mixture to produce oxygen if the reductant reacts with the oxidants below the tempera- 
tures at which oxidant decomposition yields oxygen. This does not seem particularly difficult since 
most organics and carbon should react rapidly with nitrate and nitrite (the principal oxidants) well 
below 600°C, and it is only near 600°C and above that significant decomposition of alkali nitrates and 
nitrites and higher oxidation state metals is expected to produce oxygen. However, the elimination of 
oxygen evolution, if brought about by using carbon or organic carbon-containing reductants, will not 
eliminate gas release in the glass-forming region from about 600" to 800°C. The reactions of nitrates 
and nitrite of the lower valent metals (principally alkali and alkaline earth metals) with carbon- 
containing reductants produce carbonates. These in turn release C02 in this temperature region. This 
release may not peak at exactly the same temperature as the oxygen release would peak if reductants 
had not been used. 
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What constitutes "adequate amounts of reductant" is difficult to predict. There is a significant 
amount of evidence that all organic compounds, even in acidic feeds and with nitrate and nitrite 
present, will partially decompose to produce reducing volatile gases simultaneously with their oxidation 
by nitrate and nitrite. These reduced gases (€I2, CO, CH4, GHs, acetone, etc.) may escape the cold 
cap carrying out little if any reduction. Both the amount of the gases and the extent to which they 
themselves carry out reduction will depend on various process variables such as feed rate, heating rate, 
and gas sweep rate. The efficiency of the reductant will change with these variables. Because of the 
difference in size and design of equipment, gas sweep rates, and nature of heating (uniform tempera- 
ture versus varying temperature across a cold cap), it is particularly difficult to simulate melter condi- 
tions in the laboratory. 

The amount of reductant required is therefore very difficult to estimate. This is particularly the 
case with formic acid, which decomposes and reacts with nitrite and to some extent nitrate by multiple 
routes in the aqueous phase and then in the cold cap as sodium formate decomposes by multiple routes. 
This decomposition of sodium formate occurs at or below the temperature at which it reacts with nitrate 
and nitrite salts. Heavier organic acids may offer some benefit in terms of reproducible reaction 
stoichiometries, but with acetate, even if heated with an excess of sodium nitrate and nitrite, some 
methane is produced. With organic acid salts in alkaline feeds, there is reason to believe that reduction 
efficiency may be lowered even further. This is because with alkali, decomposition to produce gases 
carrying all the reducing capacity of the salt is possible at relatively low temperatures compared to 
nitrate reduction. 

Careful experimental studies are needed to determine if foaming in the melters can be controlled 
without reducing agents by methods such as pH control. If carefully designed studies show that reduct- 
ants are needed, alternatives to formic acid should be examined in the hope of finding more predictable 
substitutes. Of particular interest would be carbon and nonvolatile organics that could be used in 
combination with nitric acid to control feed rheology. 
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